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Summary
The combination of an ion trap with a high finesse optical cavity is an ideal system for the
investigation of strong coupling cavity quantum electrodynamics, and allows the observation
of a number of interesting quantum phenomena. To achieve the small mode volumes required
without impairing the ion trapping small traps with a short ion electrode distance are needed.
Two microscopic linear rf ion traps have been developed and built to accommodate experi-
mental cavities of lengths of several 100 microns.
The first trap design, the ’sandwich’ trap, was successfully used to trap 40Ca+ - ions for several
hours. It was characterised extensively including a measurement of the heating rates of the
ions in the trap. Spectroscopy measurements of the cooling transition, as well as the two
repumping transitions were carried out.
The second trap design, the ’alumina’ trap, also successfully trapped 40Ca+ - ions, and a full
characterisation of this trap was made. The experimental cavity was installed at a prelimin-
ary cavity length distance of 3.7 mm. The cavity characteristics were examined. Finally the
trapped ions were overlapped with the cavity mode by adjusting the trap minimum position
along the trap axis via dc voltages and the vertical position of the cavity.
To progress further a locking scheme for the cavity length as well as a single - photon detection
setup are necessary. To achieve strong coupling a reduction of the cavity length will have to
be made.
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Introduction
Before Planck’s 1901 hypothesis that black - body radiation is emitted in discrete energy packets
it was widely accepted that light was a wave. The wave theory had a firm theoretical footing
in Maxwell’s electro - magnetic wave equations, and the corpuscle theory proposed by Newton
in the early years of the field of optics had long been abandoned. Four years later, in 1905,
Einstein picked up on Planck’s idea and used it to explain the photo - electric effect. Both
these events laid the foundation for a reconsideration of the wave theory but it wasn’t until
the birth of quantum mechanics in the 1920s, and subsequently the explanation of atomic
structure, that a formal theory of the quantisation of light was developed, most notably with
the publication of Dirac’s work on a quantum theory of radiation in 1927.
However, the lack of experimental techniques to manipulate individual atoms slowed down the
progress in the field of quantum optics. Only with the development of the laser in 1960 did
this change rapidly and the renewed interest in the field proved fruitful. The first experimental
confirmation of the quantum nature of light came in 1977 when Kimble, Dagenais, and Mandel
demonstrated photon antibunching [1].
Early experiments were carried out using low density atom beams. Consequently the length
of available measurement time was limited and the random nature of the atoms’ movement
imposed additional statistics on the measurements. The development of the quadrupole ion
trap by Paul in 1958 [2] provided a solution to this, allowing to isolate a single particle from its
environment. When this technique was later combined with laser cooling it became possible to
cool trapped ions to the Lamb - Dicke regime enabling experiments testing decoherence effects
and spectroscopic measurements.
Strong Coupling Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics
Cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity QED) studies the interaction of matter and light
confined to a cavity. The strong coupling regime, where the ion - cavity interaction dominates
over decay processes which cause decoherence, and the radiative properties of the ion differ
significantly from those of an ion in free space, is of particular interest. The dynamics of
1
2such a system expose the quantum nature of light, and allow the observation of quantum
effects, such as entanglement of ions and photons in a controllable manner. An experimental
realisation of strong coupling reduces the system’s decay processes while optimising the ion -
cavity coupling. Compared to traveling atoms a trapped ion offers the advantage that the
interaction time between ion and cavity is practically indefinite. The good localisation of the
ion within the trap and thus the cavity mode is equally important as the use of a high finesse
cavity with a small mode volume resulting in long photon lifetimes in the cavity and increased
coupling between light field and ion, respectively. It is in fact the requirement of a small mode
volume that poses the biggest challenge in the lab, because the dielectric mirror substrates can
cause distortion of the trapping fields. It is therefore necessary to find a trap cavity combination
for which trapping conditions are minimally affected by the close proximity of the mirrors to
the trap centre.
Structure of this Thesis
This thesis covers my work during my time within the ion trap cavity QED (ITCQ) group.
It introduces the theory behind linear radio frequency ion traps (chapter 1), and explains the
principles of Doppler laser cooling (chapter 2). All aspects of the experimental apparatus
used to conduct the experiments are covered in chapter 3, apart from the experimental cavity
which is introduced in chapter 6. Particular attention is given to the design, assembly, and
characterisation of the two novel types of microscopic ion traps that we used. Chapter 4
presents the calcium spectroscopy measurements carried out, and introduces a less common
re - pumping scheme that allows to treat the ion as a two - level system. The heating rate
measurements carried out on the first of our ion traps are covered in chapter 5, presenting also
a new theoretical model to analyse this type of data. The first steps to implement a cavity
within the system were taken with the second trap, and first experimental data indicating the
localisation of the ions within the cavity mode was obtained. This is detailed in chapter 6.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, and gives an outlook on the future of the experiment.
Throughout the first two years I worked on the experiment with Anders Mortensen who had
already assembled the ’sandwich’ trap when I joined the group. I used this experimental
setup to carry out the spectroscopy measurements. During this time we also carried out the
extensive heating rate measurements, which we analysed with Wolfgang Lange’s help resulting
in a publication of the results (’Heating rates in a thin ion trap for microcavity experiments’,
Applied Physics B, June 2012, Volume 107, Issue 4, pp 945-954). The new trap was designed
with Matthias Keller’s help. After Anders left the group in the summer of 2010, I carried
3out the work needed to observe the first ion signal in the new trap, characterised it, and
implemented the cavity in the setup.
Chapter 1
Ion Traps
1.1 Introduction
The development of ion traps finally enabled scientists to suspend single charged particles of
matter in free space for long periods of time so they could be studied in an isolated environment.
Earnshaw’s theorem states that creating a three dimensional electric field potential minimum
using static fields alone is not possible, so alternative methods have to be employed. There
are two approaches to solving this problem. The use of time - varying quadrupole fields (Paul
trap), or alternatively a combination of static magnetic and electric fields can achieve stable
trapping (Penning trap). Much of the technology used was originally developed to build a
particle mass filter [2]. The first traps relied on ponderomotive forces for trapping in all three
dimensions. The linear Paul trap combines a radio - frequency field for radial trapping with a
dc potential along its axis. This type of trap was only experimentally realised in 1989 for the
purpose of frequency standard applications [3], but seems much more intuitive in retrospect
when one considers the development of ion trap technology from the particle mass filter.
1.2 Ion Trap Theory
If a particle is bound to any point in space by a force towards this point that increases linearly
with the distance r of the particle to the point, that is
~F = −C~r, (1.1)
where C is a constant of proportionality, its motion is harmonic.
A force of this form gives rise to a parabolic potential, which can be created by use of electric
or magnetic multipole fields, or a combination of both. A quadrupole potential gives the force
4
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distance relationship required. In cartesian coordinates an electrical quadrupole field takes the
form
Φ =
Φ0
2r20
(
αx2 + βy2 + γz2
)
. (1.2)
Gauss’s law requires the divergence of any electrical force field to be zero in free space. To
trap a particle a local minimum in the potential is necessary. However, at such a minimum all
force field lines point towards this minimum position, resulting in a negative divergence. Thus
trapping a charged particle in three dimensions using static electric fields only is not possible.
This is know as the Laplace condition or Earnshaw’s theorem,
∇2Φ = 0 . (1.3)
The Laplace condition imposes the constraint
α+ β + γ = 0 . (1.4)
The two simplest solutions are sufficient to describe the two types of ion traps commonly used
today. If −α = β = 1 and γ = 0 we obtain the two dimensional case,
Φ =
Φ0
2r20
(
y2 − x2) , (1.5)
which was applied for the mass spectrometer, and is used in combination with a static electric
field in the third dimension to form a linear Paul trap, such as described in this thesis.
If α = β = 1 and γ = −2 the resulting potential is three dimensional, and it was this type of
potential that was used in the first ion trap.
1.3 Linear Paul Trap
An example of a linear Paul trap is shown in 1.1. A time varying potential of amplitude UAC
is applied to two electrodes which are diagonally opposite to one another. A second pair
arranged in the same way but mirrored with respect to the y - z plane is connected to ground.
The ponderomotive potential arising between these electrodes provides the confinement in the
the radial direction. The axial confinement is a result of holding four additional electrodes
which are displaced from the trap centre in the axial direction at a potential +UDC.
Considering the radial dimensions in such a trap only, it follows from the 2D solution (1.5)
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±U
AC
+U
DC
GND
+U
DC
Figure 1.1: Example of a linear Paul trap. The trap is driven asymmetrically with the rf
electrodes varying between +UAC and −UAC, while the centre electrode of the split substrates
are kept at ground. The dc axial confinement is delivered via the four outer electrodes of the
split substrates, which are held at +UDC.
that the electric field exerted is
E =
Φ0
r20

x
−y
0
 . (1.6)
For a constant potential Φ0 this field will lead to the particle being bound harmonically in
the y direction, while in the x direction the amplitude of the particle’s motion will increase
indefinitely. To achieve trapping in both x and y a potential of the form
Φradial =
1
2r20
(
U radialDC + UAC cos ΩRFt
)
−x2
y2
0
 (1.7)
is used, which contains a dc component U radialDC , and an ac component UAC cos ΩRFt applied
to two opposing electrodes, which oscillates with frequency ΩRF, swapping the plane in which
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dynamic confinement exists periodically.
The axial dc electrodes exert a potential which at the centre of the trap, i.e. far away from
the electrodes themselves, can be approximated as quadratic. Again, the Laplace conditions
has to be fulfilled, and the resulting potential has the form
Φaxial = A · UaxialDC
(
z2 − 1
2
(
x2 + y2
))
, (1.8)
where A is a geometrical factor to account for the deviation of the electrodes from the hy-
perbolic shape of an ideal trap. The axial dc voltages contribute to the potential in the radial
direction, and the sum of the two potentials (1.7) and (1.8) must be used to derive the total
electric field that a charged particle at the centre of the trap is subject to.
~E = −~∇Φtotal(t) = 1
r20
(
U radialDC + UAC cos ΩRFt
)
x
−y
0
+A · UaxialDC

−x
−y
2z
 (1.9)
Note that equation (1.9) shows that there is no net force from the rf potential on an ion
located at the centre of the trap.
The equations of motion of a particle moving in such a force field are
x¨+
e
m
(
A · UaxialDC −
U radialDC + UAC cos ΩRFt
r20
)
x = 0 (1.10)
y¨ +
e
m
(
A · UaxialDC +
U radialDC + UAC cos ΩRFt
r20
)
y = 0 (1.11)
z¨ − 2 e
m
A · UaxialDC z = 0 (1.12)
Equations (1.10), and (1.11) are Mathieu differential equations [4, 5], which have the canonical
form
d2x
dτ2
+ (a− 2q cos (2τ))x = 0 . (1.13)
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By comparing equations (1.10) and (1.11) to (1.13) we can conclude
ax =
4e
mΩ2RF
(
AUaxialDC −
U radialDC
r20
)
, (1.14)
ay =
4e
mΩ2RF
(
AUaxialDC +
U radialDC
r20
)
, (1.15)
az = − 8e
mΩ2RF
AUaxialDC , (1.16)
qx = −qy = 2eUAC
mr20Ω
2
RF
, and (1.17)
qz = 0 , (1.18)
with τ = ΩRFt/2.
Knowing that a complete solution to equation (1.13) is the sum of two linear independent
solutions, and using Floquet’s theorem the general solution can be written as [6]
xi(τ) = Γe
µτΨ(τ) + Γ
′
e−µτΨ(−τ) (1.19)
where the index i represents the two radial dimensions. Using Fourier’s theorem this can also
be written as
xi(τ) = Γe
µτ
∞∑
n=−∞
C2n exp (2niτ) + Γ
′
e−µτ
∞∑
n=−∞
C2n exp (−2niτ) (1.20)
The coefficients C2n depend on a and q only, and describe the amplitude of the ion motion.
µ = α + iβ and is an important parameter for characterising the types of solutions to the
Mathieu equation. To trap ions the solutions have to be stable, i.e. the ion’s motional
amplitude has to be restricted, so we can immediately say that α has to equal zero. There are
four possible types of values µ can take that depend solely on β:
1. µ is a real number unequal zero. Either eµτ or e−µτ will increase without limit. The
solutions are not stable.
2. µ is a complex number, and the solutions are not stable.
3. µ = in (for integer n), and the solutions are periodic but unstable. These curves are of
interest as they define the boundaries of regions of stability on an a versus q stability
diagram.
4. µ = iβ where β is not a whole number. These solutions are stable and periodic, and
define the criteria for stable trapping conditions.
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Figure 1.2: Stability diagram for a linear Paul trap [7]
Substituting iβ for µ in equation (1.20), and using trigonometric identities the equation
of motion of an ion in the trap can be written as
xi(τ) = A
∞∑
n=0
C2n cos ((2n+ β) τ) +B
∞∑
n=0
C2n sin ((2n+ β) τ) , (1.21)
with A = Γ+Γ′ and B = i(Γ−Γ′). Parameters A and B depend solely on the initial conditions
of the system. β is a function of the ai and qi, and a general solution of the dependencies is
only possibly numerically. Figure 1.2 shows a plot of the ai versus qi for both x and y direction.
The boundaries of the regions of stability correspond to the solutions of the Mathieu equation
that are periodic but unstable. It is obvious from figure 1.2 that the most interesting region
for trapping arises for low values of ai and qi (red area). A more detailed plot is shown in
figure 1.3.
1.3.1 Ion Motion
If we examine equation (1.21) in more detail we see that the ion carries out periodic motion
around the trap centre. The frequency of this so - called secular motion can be identified from
this equation as (2n+ β) τ . Using the definition of τ the motional frequency of the ion is
defined as
ωn =
(2n+ β) ΩRF
2
(1.22)
The amplitude of the secular motion expresses the energy of the ion, and hence cooling the
ion will reduce its amplitude. The secular frequency is typically one order of magnitude smaller
than the drive frequency.
As we noted in equation (1.9) an ion at the centre of the trap experiences no net force from
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Figure 1.3: Stability diagram of a linear Paul trap for small a and q. The shaded area is the
region of stability.
the rf field. However, equation (1.22) tells us that the ion confined in the trap carries out
oscillations of some amplitude around the trap centre, i.e. it periodically leaves the trap centre,
and hence experiences a force from the rf field. This is the cause of the so - called micromotion.
For small a and q β can be approximated by β =
√
a+ q
2
2 because the higher order oscillating
terms of the solution to the equation of motion are negligible. Substituting into the equation
of motion 1.13 and assuming a = 0 for simplicity:
d2x
dτ2
+ (2q cos (2τ))x0 = 0 . (1.23)
Further assuming the initial condition dxdτ (0) = 0 the solution to 1.23 is
x (τ) = x0
(
1 +
q
2
cos (2τ)
)
. (1.24)
Since τ = ΩRFt/2 this equation describes motion of the ion at the trap drive frequency while
located at a fixed position x0, i.e. the micromotion.
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1.4 Pseudopotential Approximation
The pseudopotential approximation is useful to understand the net effects of the rf trapping
fields. It allows to extract trapping parameters like UAC, UDC and conclude the corresponding
secular frequencies. Furthermore it can be used for finite element simulations of a trap design
to render its use viable. The results of these simulations for the traps described in this thesis
are presented in chapter 3.
A particle subject to a high - frequency force field, ~F (~x, t) = ~f (~x) cos (ΩRFt), moves as if
inside an effective potential
Veff =
~f (~x) · ~f (~x)
4mΩ2RF
. (1.25)
Following the derivation by Ghosh [6] the amplitude of the ion’s motion in a quadrupole ion
trap, xi, is replaced by the sum of the secular motion amplitude and the micromotion amplitude
as described in section 1.3.1:
xi = Xi + ∆i . (1.26)
The equation of motion of an ion in the rf field only was described earlier to have the form of a
Mathieu differential equation (1.13). Making the assumptions that ∆i  Xi, and d∆i/dt
dXi/dt we can write
d2∆i
dτ2
+ (ai − 2qi cos(2τ))Xi = 0 . (1.27)
If we restrict ourselves to the region where a  q and approximate the position due to the
secular motion (Xi) within one period of micromotion oscillation, integrating and substituting
from equation (1.26) for ∆ gives
xi = Xi − qiXi
2
cos (2τ) . (1.28)
The equation of motion using these approximations is
d2xi
dτ2
+ aiXi − aiqiXi
2
cos (2τ)− 2qiXi cos (2τ) + q2iXi cos2 (2τ) = 0 . (1.29)
The average acceleration of of the ion during the cycle of secular motion is
〈
d2Xi
dτ2
〉
=
1
pi
∫ pi
0
d2xi
dτ2
dτ , (1.30)
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because the average of the acceleration d
2∆
dτ2
is zero over one period of the drive frequency.
Integrating and reverting to t results in
d2Xi
dt2
= −Ω
2
RF
4
(
ai +
q2i
2
)
Xi . (1.31)
Equation (1.31) is an equation of simple harmonic motion, and hence the factor in front of the
−Xi can be identified as the secular frequency. We also know that the lowest order motional
frequency from equation (1.22) is ω0 =
βΩRF
2 , and so βi =
√
ai +
q2i
2 . If the rf field has no dc
component, ai is zero. Using the expression for qi from equation (1.17) it follows that
d2Xi
dt2
= − e
2U2AC
2m2r40Ω
2
RF
Xi . (1.32)
With a little rearranging equation (1.32) can be shown to be of the form ~F = −e~∇Φ = m~a,
with the gradient of the potential
dVeff
dXi
=
eU2AC
2mr40Ω
2
RF
Xi , (1.33)
where Veff is a parabolic pseudopotential:
Veff =
eU2AC
4mr40Ω
2
RF
X2i . (1.34)
The depth of this potential is defined by the magnitude of the potential barrier that an ion
faces when moving away from the centre of the trap.
1.4.1 Ion Motion within the Pseudopotential Approximation
It is possible to derive an equation for the secular ion motion from equation (1.31):
Xi = Ai cos (ωnt) , (1.35)
where Ai is the amplitude of the oscillation. Going back to equation (1.27), and integrating
we arrive at an expression for the micromotion
∆i = −qiXi
2
cos (2τ) (1.36)
So the pseudopotential approximation gives rise to a simplified equation of motion [8]
xi (t) = Ai cos (ωnt+ φi)
[
1− qi
2
cos (ΩRFt)
]
. (1.37)
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Ai and φi are determined by the initial conditions, and ωn is the secular frequency of the ion
Figure 1.4: Trace of the radial ion motion in a linear Paul trap in one dimension. The slow
oscillation is the secular motion. The micromotion has the same frequency as the trap drive
and increases in amplitude as the ion moves out of the trap centre.
as defined in equation (1.22). The first oscillatory term describes the ion’s secular motion,
the second oscillatory term with a frequency equal to that of the trap drive is the intrinsic
micromotion explained in section 1.3.1. The similarity between equations 1.24 and 1.37 is
immediately obvious and confirms that for ion motion within the limit of low a and q the
pseudopotential approximation achieves the same result as a more thorough calculation from
first principles.
Figure 1.4 shows a plot of an ions radial motion in one dimension with both secular motion and
intrinsic micromotion present. The sum of these two oscillation represents the total energy.
1.5 Non Ideal Trap
The analysis of the ion trap theory so far assumed an ideal trap, that is the electrode shape
is hyperboloid. While this shape requires a cumbersome machining process, there are two
further reasons why using electrodes of different shape is an advantage. Even if the electrodes
where hyperbolic the trap exists in a non - ideal environment. In addition for the proposed
experiments good optical access is vital. This is much easier to realise with non - hyperbolic
electrodes.
1.5.1 Trap Efficiency and Anharmonicity
The trap efficiency η [9] describes how much the non ideal shape of the trap electrodes affects
the rf voltage required for a given trapping potential. It is one for the ideal trap, and smaller
than one for all other traps:
η · U idealAC = U realAC . (1.38)
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It is equivalent to the ratio of the potential of an ideal trap to the hyperbolic part of the real
potential :
η =
2r20C2
UAC
, (1.39)
where C2 is the second order amplitude term from the power series expansion of the potential.
The anharmonicity expresses the difference of the trap potential Φ from that of a quadrupole
potential, and is given in [10] as
f (x) =
∣∣∣∣Φ−A0 −A2x2A2x2
∣∣∣∣ . (1.40)
In an ideal trap this factor vanishes for all values of x. For positions close to the trap centre,
i.e. x r0, f(x) is very small, and can be neglected. Furthermore, Alheit et al. [11] showed
that the anharmonicity has no influence on trapping stability.
1.5.2 Excess Micromotion
In addition to the intrinsic micromotion there is also excess micromotion. However, in contrast
to the intrinsic micromotion it can be eliminated. Three mechanisms contribute to excess
micromotion [12].
Stray static electric fields are the most prominent cause by far. They can result from static
charges on dielectric materials often used for insulating purposes close to the trap which can
become charged for example from interaction with laser beams crossing the trap. Coating
of metal surfaces with calcium from oven operation can also be a source. However, stray
fields are also the easiest to compensate by using additional dc voltages, and the details of
this compensation are covered in chapter 3. A stray electric field introduces the an additional
displacement:
∆xi =
eEStrayi
mω2i
, (1.41)
and equation (1.37) has to be modified to
xi (t) =
[
∆xStrayi +Ai cos (ωit+ φi)
] [
1− qi
2
cos (ΩRFt)
]
. (1.42)
In addition to the intrinsic micromotion amplitude which varies as a function of the secular
frequency, and additional motion at the trap drive frequency with constant amplitude is im-
posed by the stray field.
The two other causes of excess micromotion can also be eliminated, but since this requires
adjustment of the trap’s components this is much more difficult to facilitate retrospectively.
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If the trap electrodes are badly adjusted with respect to one another in the axial direction,
i.e. the electrodes are tilted with respect to the axis, an additional component to the rf field
along the trap axis arises. This results in an oscillation along the trap axis that can not be
compensated for. Bad adjustment in the radial direction only leads to a smaller trap efficiency.
Finally a phase difference between two opposite rf electrodes to which the same rf field is
applied introduces an additional term to the electric field and hence the equation of the ion
position [12]:
xPhasei (t) ∝ −
1
4
qir0φ sin (ΩRFt) , (1.43)
where φ is the phase difference between the electrodes which can be assumed to be small such
that cos
(
ΩRFt± 12φ
) ≈ cos ΩRFt ± 12φ sin ΩRFt. Note that this motion is pi out of phase
with the trapping field oscillation, and independent of the ion’s position. Thus it can’t be
eliminated by moving the ion. A phase difference can be caused by a difference in the length
of cables supplying the electronic signal to the electrodes, and a difference of the impedance
between the electrodes. Since not only the electrode but also the cabling leading to the trap
contribute to this impedance, shorter cables are advantageous.
Chapter 2
Doppler Cooling
2.1 Introduction
To achieve the deterministic coupling required for our experiments the ions need to be localised
to within one wavelength of the optical transition of the ion. This is known as the Lamb - Dicke
regime and defined by
x <
λ
2pi
. (2.1)
Thus the ion’s motional amplitude and with that its temperature has to be reduced. For the
wavelengths concerned in our experiments the Lamb - Dicke regime equates to temperatures in
the mK range. During the trapping process the ion energy is typically of the order of Kelvin.
Reduced temperatures also result in longer ion lifetimes in the trap as the ions have less energy
to overcome the potential barrier of the trap.
There are a number of cooling techniques for trapped ions, many of which employ the damping
forces of radiation, Doppler cooling being the most prominent member of this group. However,
resistive cooling [13, 14], active feedback (stochastic) cooling [15], and collisional cooling [16]
have all been successfully employed. Sympathetic cooling [17] combines collisional and laser
cooling, polarisation gradient (Sisyphus) cooling [18] makes use of the AC Stark shift present
during the atom light interaction. Which method is chosen depends on the initial conditions
of the system, and the final temperature to be achieved.
While light forces on atomic particles were studied as early as the 1930s, the development of
lasers was necessary to make use of these forces for cooling. Laser cooling was first proposed
by Ha¨nsch and Schawlow in 1975 [19] for the case of free particles, and in the same year
for trapped ions by Wineland and Dehmelt [20]. In 1978 both Wineland and Dehmelt were
involved in experiments that showed laser cooling of trapped atoms for the first time [21, 22].
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2.2 Doppler Cooling
The basic mechanism of Doppler cooling is illustrated in figure 2.1. Every photon carries
momentum h¯k where k = 2pi/λ. When a photon is absorbed by an atom it transfers this
momentum, and, provided the atom is travelling towards the laser beam, slows it down. To
Figure 2.1: An illustration of the basic principle of laser cooling. An atom moving towards the
right with velocity vA absorbs a photon which carries momentum h¯kL. As the atom absorbs
the photon its momentum changes to p = mvA− h¯kL. The re - emission of absorbed photons
is isotropic, and hence after multiple cycles of absorption and emission the average momentum
change of the photon is < pA >= mvA− < h¯kL >= mvA since < h¯kL >= 0.
ensure that only atoms traveling towards the laser beam can absorb a photon the laser is slightly
red detuned. For these atoms the light is Doppler shifted to resonance. Another reason for
choosing a red detuned laser is that the finite linewidth of the atomic transition would mean
that resonant light could excite atoms traveling in the same direction as the light, which would
result in heating. While the absorption process is highly directional the re - emission of photons
occurs in a random manner, and so on average over many absorption emission cycles imparts
zero momentum on the atom. Hence there is a net cooling effect in the direction of the laser
beam. The energy change per scattering event is small and corresponds to a change in atomic
velocity of the order of cm/s. Assuming a calcium ion moves initially at 500 m/s, and we want
to cool it to 1 mK (equivalent to 14 m/s), this equates to approximately 19 000 scattering
processes.
To understand the principle of laser cooling it is necessary to examine the interaction between
an atom and a light field in more detail.
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Figure 2.2: A diagram describing the energy of the two atomic levels concerned. Their energy
difference is characterised by ω0.
2.2.1 Optical Bloch Equations of a Two - Level Atom
The interaction between the atom and a single mode laser light field can be described using
the Bloch equations. The total Hamiltonian for a system consisting of a two - level atom with
energy levels as given in figure 2.2 and an oscillating classical field is Hˆ = HˆA + Vˆ (t), where
HˆA is the atom’s Hamiltonian and Vˆ (t) is the light field. The time - dependent wavefunction
of a two - level atom in a pure state excluding spontaneous emission is a linear combination of
the two stationary states [23]:
Ψ (~r, t) = C1 (t)ψ1 (~r) e
−iω1t + C2 (t)ψ2 (~r) e−iω2t , (2.2)
where ω1 and ω2 are the frequencies associated with the atomic energy levels 1 and 2 re-
spectively. If we substitute equation (2.2) into the time - dependent Schro¨dinger equation
HˆΨ(~r, t) = ih¯dΨdt , multiply from the left with ψ
∗
1e
iω1t and ψ∗2eiω2t respectively, and integrate,
the results are
C1V11 + C2e
−iω0tV12 = ih¯
dC1
dt
, (2.3)
for C1 and
C1e
iω0tV21 + C2V22 = ih¯
dC2
dt
, (2.4)
for C2 where the V12 are the matrix elements
∫
ψ∗nVˆ ψmd~r, and h¯ω0 energy difference between
the two levels. The C(t) describe the occupation of the two atomic energy levels as a function
of time.
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V is the field coupling operator: Vˆ = −dˆ· ~E, where dˆ = −erˆ is the quantum mechanical dipole
operator and ~E the electric field. Vˆ has odd parity with respect to the electron coordinate
so the matrix elements Vmn vanish if m = n. Only atomic states of opposite parity can be
coupled by the dipole interaction. For an electromagnetic wave traveling along the z - axis the
electric field is ~E = eˆE0 cos(ωt− kz), so we can write the matrix elements as
V12 = eE0r12 cos(ωt) , (2.5)
with n 6= m and r12 =
∫
ψ∗1 (rˆ · e)ψ2dτ . The transition dipole matrix element is defined
as µ12 ≡ er12. By defining a new variable which contains all scalar quantities occurring in
equation (2.5), Ω0 =
µ12E0
h¯ , which is known as the Rabi frequency, the expression simplifies to
V12 = h¯Ω0 cos(ωt) . (2.6)
Returning to equations (2.3) and (2.4) we can now write these as
h¯Ω0 cos (ωt) e
−iω0tC2 = i
dC1
dt
(2.7)
h¯Ω∗0 cos (ωt) e
iω0tC1 = i
dC2
dt
, (2.8)
with ω0 the frequency of the atomic transition.
Up until now we have used the Schro¨dinger equation to describe the interaction between atom
and light because the system could always be represented by a wave function. In preparation of
introducing spontaneous emission in the next section, where this is no longer true and the use
of probability distributions becomes necessary, the switch to the density matrix representation
seems appropriate here.
Using the time - dependent form of the quantum state, Ψn (~r, t) = ψn (~r) e
−iωnt, and using ψ1
and ψ2 as the basis states the matrix elements of the density operator,
ρ =
∑
nm
cnic
∗
mi |n〉 〈m| , (2.9)
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can be written as
ρ11 = |C1|2 (2.10)
ρ22 = |C2|2 (2.11)
ρ12 = C1C
∗
2 (2.12)
ρ21 = C2C
∗
1 . (2.13)
The diagonal terms are called populations as they describe the probability density of finding
an atom in the ground or excited state. The off - diagonal terms are called coherences, and
express the presence of superposition states. To find the time evolution of the populations and
coherences we differentiate equations (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) with respect to time,
and substitute equations (2.7) and (2.8) for dC1dt and
dC2
dt respectively. For near - resonant light
at low intensities we can make the rotating wave approximation, that is we can neglect all
terms in the Hamiltonian that oscillate at high frequencies because their contributions to dρ22dt
and dρ12dt are small. Furthermore assuming Ω
∗
0 = Ω0 we can then write
dρ22
dt
= i
Ω0
2
(
eiδtρ21 − e−iδtρ12
)
= −dρ11
dt
(2.14)
dρ12
dt
= i
Ω0
2
eiδt (ρ11 − ρ22) = dρ
∗
21
dt
, (2.15)
where δ = ω − ω0 is the detuning.
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are the optical Bloch equations for a two - level atom without
spontaneous emission. Solving these is straight forward as long as we choose the right initial
conditions, i.e. the entire population is in the ground state, and the laser interaction is not
present. In this case the solutions are
ρ22 = 1− ρ11 = Ω
2
0
Ω2
sin2
(
Ω
2
t
)
, and (2.16)
ρ12 = ρ
∗
21 = e
iδtΩ0
Ω2
sin
(
Ω
2
t
)[
δ sin
(
Ω
2
t
)
+ iΩ cos
(
Ω
2
t
)]
. (2.17)
Ω =
√
δ2 + Ω20 is the generalised Rabi frequency.
Spontaneous Emission
Spontaneous emission gives expression to the fact that the atomic system is in principle coupled
to all modes other than the laser radiation field, which are in the vacuum state. To account
for this radiative loss of upper state population an additional factor is introduced into equation
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(2.8):
h¯Ω∗0 cos (ωt) e
iω0tC1 − iγC2 = idC2
dt
. (2.18)
The spontaneous emission rate is usually characterised by the Einstein A coefficient, more
often referred to as Γ, which is related to the transition linewidth ∆ν = Γ/2pi. If there is no
light field present, equation (2.18) simplifies to
− iγC2 = idC2
dt
, (2.19)
which is easily solved to give C2(t) = C2(t = 0)e
−γt. From the probability of finding the atom
in the excited state, |C2(t)|2, it follows that the number of atoms of an ensemble N in the
excited state is N2 = N
0
2 e
−2γt, and hence A21 = 2γ = Γ.
Repeating the steps performed on equations (2.7) and (2.8) on this new time evolution equation
results in a new set of density matrix elements. Differentiation with respect to time gives
dρ22
dt
= −iΩ
∗
0
2
e−iδtρ12 + i
Ω0
2
eiδtρ21 − 2γρ22 , (2.20)
dρ11
dt
= i
Ω∗0
2
e−iδtρ12 − iΩ0
2
eiδtρ21 + 2γρ22 , (2.21)
dρ12
dt
= i
Ω0
2
eiδt (ρ11 − ρ22)− γρ12 , (2.22)
dρ21
dt
= −iΩ
∗
0
2
e−iδt (ρ11 − ρ22)− γρ21 . (2.23)
By introducing ρ˜12 = ρ12e
iδt and ρ˜21 = ρ21e
−iδt the oscillatory terms can be eliminated, and
a new set of equations for the time evolution of the populations and coherences arises:
dρ22
dt
= −iΩ
∗
0
2
ρ˜12 + i
Ω0
2
ρ˜21 − 2γρ22 = −dρ11
dt
(2.24)
dρ˜12
dt
= i
Ω0
2
(ρ11 − ρ22)− γρ˜12 − iδρ˜12 = dρ˜
∗
21
dt
. (2.25)
The steady state solutions to these equations are
ρ22 =
1
4 |Ω0|2
δ2 + γ2 + 12 |Ω0|2
, and (2.26)
ρ12 = e
iδt
1
2Ω0 (δ − iγ)
δ2 + γ2 + 12 |Ω0|2
. (2.27)
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2.2.2 Radiation Pressure
The scattering rate is related to the transition linewidth and the upper state population by
γscatter = Γ12 ρ22 . (2.28)
During an absorption process the atom feels a force which is related to the momentum transfer:
~F = d~pdt . But this is simply the change in momentum per scattering process, i.e. the momentum
of one photon times the number of events per unit time,
~F = h¯~kLγscatter . (2.29)
Substituting equation (2.28) and (2.26) the radiation pressure force is
~F =
1
2
h¯~kLΓ12
|Ω0|2 /2
δ2 + Γ212/4 + 1/2 |Ω0|2
. (2.30)
Defining the saturation parameter
S =
Ω20/2
δ2 + Γ212/4
, (2.31)
the expression simplifies to
~F =
1
2
h¯~kLΓ12 · S
1 + S
. (2.32)
The resonant Rabi frequency at saturation, S = 1, is ΩSat =
√
2Γ12/2. Combined with the
definition of the light intensity and the Rabi frequency we can write
I
ISat
=
Ω20
Γ212/2
. (2.33)
Substituting into equation (2.30) we arrive at
~F =
1
2
h¯~kLΓ12
[
I/ISat
4δ2/Γ212 + 1 + I/ISat
]
. (2.34)
If we now consider an atom propagating in the direction of the laser beam with velocity v, the
frequency of the light source appears Doppler shifted to the red in the rest frame of the atom:
ωAtom =
(
1− v
c
)
ω = ω − kLv . (2.35)
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Similarly the net detuning in the rest frame of the atom is given by
δAtom = δ − kLv . (2.36)
We change equation (2.34) accordingly, and use scalar quantities for simplicity. We also know
that the force will be in the direction of the laser beam:
F± =
1
2
h¯
c
(ω ∓ kLv)Γ12
[
I/ISat
4 (δ ∓ kLv)2 /Γ212 + 1 + I/ISat
]
. (2.37)
F± are the forces depending on the positive and negative direction of the laser beam.
For negative detuning the net force is negative for positive atomic velocities and positive for
negative atomic velocities, so the atoms are losing energy in the dimension defined by the laser
beams regardless of their direction of travel.
Taylor expanding the radiation pressure force around zero let’s us approximate F ' F0 + βv,
where
F0 =
1
2
h¯ωΓ12
c
[
I/ISat
4δ2/Γ212 + 1 + I/ISat
]
, (2.38)
and
β = −4h¯k2L
δ
Γ12
I/ISat(
4δ2/Γ212 + 1 + I/ISat
)2 . (2.39)
It follows that at low temperatures there are two components to the radiation pressure force.
The first term, F0, is constant and present regardless of the ion’s motion. The second term is
proportional to the ion’s velocity. The one - dimensional motion of the ion subject to such a
force can be described by a damped harmonic oscillator. The damping coefficient is then β,
and the velocity dependent force reaches its maximum when δ ≡ Γ12/2.
The ions we cool are confined in the potential well of an ion trap and as such undergo simple
harmonic motion. As a result the radiation pressure derived here for a free space atom is
not the only force acting on the trapped ion. The ion trap setup does however simplify the
experimental setup necessary for efficient cooling greatly in comparison to cooling free atoms.
It is possible to use a single laser beam with components in all three axes of ion motion with
the ion the being cooled for half of its secular oscillation period. In free space six lasers would
be necessary. However, this implies that F0 is not balanced by a counter - propagating laser
beam of equivalent intensity, and this has a constant effect on the ion position within the trap.
This effect has implications for our heating rate measurements (chapter 5).
A plot of the radiation force is shown in figure 2.3. The presence of F0 is shown clearly for both
F+ and F−. For illustration purposes Ftotal is also shown, the case of two counter - propagating
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laser beams of equal intensity for an atom in free space. This curve is symmetric about the
origin.
Figure 2.3: The radiation pressure as a function of atomic velocity for a red detuned laser. F+
and F− are the forces for an atom moving towards and away from the laser beam respectively.
Ftotal is the combination of the two, i.e. the case of two counter - propagating beams.
The net momentum change due to spontaneous emission is zero, but the momentum trans-
fer per individual photon is finite and each emission creates a heating effect by the recoil it
produces. The temperatures that can be reached with Doppler cooling is limited by this effect.
The limit is defined by the condition that the heating rate, RHeat = γScatter
(h¯kL)
2
2m , due to
the momentum fluctuations equals the cooling rate, RCool = 〈Fv〉 = β
〈
v2
〉
. At low laser
intensities the Doppler limit can be calculated [24]
T =
h¯Γ12
4kB
(
Γ12
2 |δ| +
2 |δ|
Γ12
)
. (2.40)
As established earlier cooling is the most efficient when δ = −Γ12/2 and hence
TDoppler =
h¯Γ12
2kB
. (2.41)
The 42S1/2 → 42P1/2 transition which we use for cooling the trapped calcium ions has a
linewidth of 22.3 MHz, which equates to a Doppler limit of 533µK.
The treatment in this chapter covered a two - level system only. In addition to the cooling
transition a calcium ion excited to the 42P1/2 level also decay into the metastable 3
2D3/2
state (lifetime ∼ 1 s). These two competing processes occur with ratio of 1:13. Thus efficient
cooling requires pumping the population from the 32D3/2 level back into the cooling cycle.
More details on the possible repumping scheme can be found in chapter 4.
Chapter 3
Experimental Apparatus
3.1 Setup Overview
An ion trap and experimental cavity form the central piece of the experimental setup. They
are enclosed within a vacuum chamber. All other components of the experiment, the optics
and the detection system are outside of vacuum. Overviews of the specific setups used for
each experimental measurement can be found in the corresponding sections of this thesis. In
general every experiment was set up with two cooling laser beams for cooling the ions in all
three degrees of freedom and establishing micromotion compensation voltages, laser light to
facilitate repumping, and two lasers for the photo - ionisation of calcium.
Vacuum Chamber
The vacuum chamber is made from stainless steel. The experimental chamber (figure 3.1),
which contains the trap and cavity, has four rectangular windows sealed with indium and held
in place by atmospheric pressure. The large windows allow very good optical access from
all horizontal directions. Vertical access from above is granted via a round flange mounted
window. All windows are anti - reflection coated for UV and IR wavelengths.
The experimental chamber is bolted to a cross - shaped structure with 4 CF - 40 feed - through
flanges. One each is used for the rf, dc and piezo control, ion gauge, and oven current. An ion
pump and a sublimation pump are attached below the cross structure. A T - piece branches
off towards a gate valve, and the other pumping stages.
To ensure a good vacuum it is necessary to choose components that have low out - gassing
rates, and to avoid their contamination. All parts and tools used were cleaned in an ultrasound
bath prior to assembly. Once cleaned powder - free Latex gloves were used in handling them.
Before experiments began the trap was also baked in situ. Due to the Indium window seals we
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Figure 3.1: A photo showing the experimental chamber.
were restricted in the temperature range (Melting point 156◦C). We baked the chamber for a
week at a temperature of 140◦C.
Vacuum Pump System
Our experiments require ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions. High pressure results in back-
ground gas molecules colliding with the trapped ions, and thus shorten ion life times in the trap.
To achieve a pressure in the low 10−11 mbar two stages of pumping are necessary. A schematic
of the chamber including the pumping stages can be seen in figure 3.3. The first stage is
the roughing pump which achieves 10−3 mbar. A turbo molecular pump reduces the pressure
further to 10−10 mbar. The experimental chamber can be isolated from these pumping stages
via a gate valve. An ion gauge measures the pressure close to the experimental chamber. The
ion pump and the sublimation pump below the experimental chamber are used to maintain the
low pressure within the main experimental chamber once a pressure low enough for efficient
trapping has been achieved. Turbo and roughing pump stages can be switched off when the
gate valve is closed.
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sub D connector for piezo 
and dc connections to trap
CF40 feed-through flange
with sub D connector
Figure 3.2: The CF40 flange with the sub D connector that is used to supply the the piezo
and dc voltages to the trap.
Calcium oven
The calcium oven is an approximately 2 cm long tantalum tube of 1.02 mm thickness clamped
shut at one end. One short tantalum wire each is spot welded to either end of the tube. The
tube is filled with grated calcium, and held in place near the trap with a mounting structure
made from Macor. Running a current of 1 - 2 A through the wire and tube causes the oven
to heat resistively to a few hundred degree Celsius and eject calcium atoms. The atomic
beam passes through a collimator hole before interacting with the two ionisation lasers near
the trapping region. The ionisation of neutral calcium is performed first by resonantly exciting
neutral calcium from the 4s2 1S0 ground-state to the 4s4p
1P1 excited state using a laser at
422 nm and then ionising the atom from this state using 389 nm laser light [25].
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Figure 3.3: A schematic of the vacuum chamber including the arrangement of the pumping
stages.
3.2 Lasers
Figure 3.4 shows the calcium transitions relevant for our experiments. The 397 nm light for
laser - cooling is generated by a commercial frequency doubled laser system (Toptica, SHG
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Figure 3.4: A simplified 40Ca+ level scheme with the transitions relevant to our experiments
110). Its fundamental frequency is stabilised against frequency drifts using a scanning cavity
lock which is described in detail elsewhere [26]. For absolute optical frequency reference, the
scanning cavity lock utilises a diode laser system at 894.6 nm, locked to a tunable cavity with
a Pound - Drever - Hall scheme, which in turn is stabilised to the caesium D1 line using polar-
isation spectroscopy. The scanning cavity laser lock provides an overall absolute stability of
better than 100 kHz at 397 nm.
The 850 nm, 854 nm, and 866 nm repumping lasers, and the 423 nm and 389 nm photo -
ionisation lasers are extended cavity diode lasers using a ruled, blazed diffraction grating in
the Littrow configuration [27]. They are frequency stabilised through slow feedback from a
computer controlled wavelength - meter (High Finesse WS - 7).
All laser light is delivered to the vacuum chamber through single - mode polarisation - maintaining
optical fibres. Firstly, this is a very convenient method to provide light to different optical tables
within the lab. Secondly, the fibres spatially filter the beam so their output is approximately
Gaussian.
The cooling laser, the repumper laser, and the first stage ionisation laser are split into several
beams. Changing the polarisation of the light using a half wave plate before it passes a po-
larising beam splitter allows to control the power in each beam. The amount of power within
each of the individual beams is controlled using the first order diffracted and retroreflected
beam from an acousto - optic modulator (AOM). Within an AOM diffraction occurs as a result
of a sound wave traveling through a crystal within the AOM. A voltage controlled oscillator
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(VCO) receives an analog voltage between 0 V and 1 V providing an rf voltage to the AOM.
Because the sound wave is traveling the light is shifted by the sound wave frequency as it
passes through the AOM. In our setup the double pass configuration results in a total shift of
400 MHz. The rise and fall time of the AOMs in use is 10 ns, and the response time 150 ns.
Figure 3.5 shows a schematic of our setup.
At the experimental chamber the beams typically pass another lens to focus the beam at the
trap centre. This is important to minimise scatter from the trap electrodes, and the increase
in intensity at the ion position allows us to work with less overall power in the beams. The
repumper beam is overlapped with one of the cooling beams through a long - pass dichroic
mirror. We typically use two steering mirrors to align the laser beams with the ion position.
To make searching for a first ion fluorescence signal more systematic the final mirror for the
combined beams is mounted on a piezo controlled tilting stage. This way we can control the
mirror position by providing a voltage to the piezo via digital - to - analog converters (DACs)
that are interfaced to a PC.
3.3 Detection and Imaging
Figure 3.6 shows a diagram of the imaging system. The ion fluorescence from the cooling
transition is collected with Nikon objective lens with a magnification of five which is mounted
on a xyz micrometer stage. At the position of the image created by the Nikon lens skimmers
eliminate light from outside the focal plane. The signal is then passed through a matched lens
pair with a magnification of two, giving a total magnification of ten at the point of detection.
A flipper mirror gives the choice of either detecting with an Andor ’Luca’ S EMCCD camera
or a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The ’Luca’ S camera has a chip size of 658 x 496 pixels, and
a pixel size of 10µm. With a 10x total magnification it is thus possible to observe 658µm of
the trapping region in width. The central electrode of the ’alumina’ trap is 1 mm wide, so this
allows us to observe even large ion strings at a typical ion - ion distance of 22 microns. In the
vertical the electrode - electrode distance is much less than the distance we can observe with
the camera (496µm). Provided the skimmer is fully opened it is possible to look at the trap
electrodes and use its features such as the slits to align the imaging system in the horizontal
and vertical. By obtaining a focussed image of the tip of electrode closest to the camera and
then moving the objective with the micrometer to half the electrode separation is also possible
to pre - align the focus to the ion position before an ion signal is present for optimisation.
For both traps the detection system was set up perpendicular to the trap axis. For the
’sandwich’ trap the detection system was mounted in the horizontal, while for the ’alumina’
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trap is was mounted vertically to look at the trap from above. For measurement purposes we
insert a narrow bandpass filter closely to the detection devices to block out light more than
5 nm away from 397 nm. For laser beam alignment purposes it is useful to remove this filter
so scatter from all laser beams on the trap electrodes can be observed with the camera.
Fluorescence count rates on the PMT for a single ion at resonance and with laser power at
saturation were approximately 3 kHz in our setup.
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Figure 3.5: A diagram showing the splitting of the laser power into several beams. Double
pass AOM setups allow us to control the intensity of each beam as well as switch them off via
electronic control. The frequency shift due to diffraction is 400 MHz.
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Figure 3.6: The trap imaging system. A 5x magnification microscope objective collects fluor-
escence from the trapping region, producing and image at the skimmer. This helps to cut out
stray light from outside the focal plane. A matched lens pair then images this image onto
either a CCD camera or a PMT depending on whether the flipper mirror is in place or not.
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3.4 The Ion Traps
The experiments reported on in this thesis used two different linear Paul traps. Both traps
have scales of the order of hundreds of microns and their development was based on the linear
traps used at the MPQ in Garching. In previous experiments when reducing the mode volume
of the cavity the dielectric material of the mirrors perturbed the trapping fields and resulted
in ion loss [28]. In order to reduce the overlap between the electric rf - field and the cavity
mirrors, a small trap with a well - confined rf - field is required, which fits between two closely
spaced mirrors. This is the reason for designing a trapping structure with ultra - thin electrodes,
carefully designed to be suitable for strongly coupled cavity - QED experiments with trapped
ions. Unlike other traps of this order of magnitude neither of the two traps are microfabricated,
they have been assembled manually.
3.4.1 The ’Sandwich’ Trap
The design of this trap is based on a linear ion trap as described in reference [29]. Perpendicular
to the trap axis, the ions are confined by an rf - potential applied to four electrodes. The desired
small thickness of the trap is achieved by using thin metal sheets made from highly conductive
oxygen free (HCOF) copper with thickness of 125µm. To confine the ions along the trap axis,
dc - electrodes at positive potential are located between the rf - electrodes (see figure 3.7.) They
are also made from HCOF copper sheet with a thickness of 100µm and a width of 1 mm. The
layers are insulated from one another by a 75µm thick Kapton foil. In order to avoid dielectric
material in the close vicinity of the ions, the Kapton foil is recessed by 1mm from the trapping
region. There are 8 dc - electrodes along the trap axis with a separation of 1.5 mm, forming
7 trapping zones between adjacent electrode pairs (separation 1 mm). The total distance
between the rf - electrodes is 250µm and the entire stack of electrodes is 500µm thick, so
that it can be fitted inside an optical cavity of 500µm length. Sandwiching the different layers
leads to a high mechanical stability of the structure.
Assembly
Even though the numerical simulations have shown that the trap design is robust against
misalignment of the electrodes, great care has been taken to optimise alignment of the dc -
electrodes. Instead of inserting the dc - electrodes separately in between the rf - electrodes, the
set of 8 dc - electrodes have been machined out of one copper sheet with all electrodes still
being interconnected in a stable comb structure. The entire trap is assembled by staggering
the electrode layers together and aligning this electrode sandwich by pushing the layers against
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Figure 3.7: Drawings of the trap electrodes (brown) and the Kapton foil (grey) incrementally
showing the different electrode layers. Figure (a) shows the rf - electrodes at one side. The
vertical spacing between the electrodes is 220µm. The copper foil strips used for axial ion
confinement are added in in figure (b). In between each pair of neighbouring electrode strips
is a separate ion trapping zone. In figure (c) the remaining two rf - electrodes have been added
to show the full electrode structure.
a mechanical stop. Two of these electrode assemblies are mounted opposite each other,
forming an rf - trap with a vertical electrode separation of 220µm. This is warranted by
temporarily inserting a mechanical stop of the appropriate thickness. The assembly is then
clamped together by a Kapton insulated metal clamp as shown in Fig. 3.8. The alignment
is controlled using a microscope. After the trap has been assembled and clamped together,
the dc - electrodes are separated by removing the connecting bridge. With the design of the
trap electrodes and the alignment procedure, the separation of upper and lower part of the
trap is constant to better than 10µm over the entire trap length of the trap (20 mm). The
transverse spacing of the electrode layers is constant to within 3µm. The machining of the
thin metal foils for the trap construction must not exert any force on the foil in order to avoid
deformation of the electrodes. For this reason, we have employed wire eroding. However,
the surface quality of the machined parts of about 10µm rms is worse compared to standard
milling which may give rise to an increased heating rate [30].
Electronic Connections
An rf - generator resonantly drives an LC - circuit containing the trap electrodes, supplying them
with up to 100 V at a frequency of 22.68 MHz. The rf - voltage is applied to two diagonally
opposed rf - electrodes with the other two electrodes kept at rf - ground. Dc - voltages for
confinement of the ions along the tap axis are controlled by computer using a D/A - card. In
order to suppress rf pick - up, the dc - electrodes are grounded through capacitors which are
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.8: (a) Photograph of the trap assembly from the side, showing the narrow slit between
the electrodes. At the upper and lower edge, the electrical connectors are visible. (b) Top view
of the lower electrode assembly, showing three dc - electrodes in the central layer, sandwiched
between the two rf - electrodes.
soldered directly to the electrodes. An important issue in ion traps are radial stray electric
fields, which push the ions off the rf - field minimum, making them undergo a driven motion
at the rf - frequency (micromotion, see chapter 1). To avoid this, any dc - fields perpendicular
to the trap axis are carefully compensated by adding dc - voltages to the rf - electrodes through
RC - circuits. Each of the four dc - offsets is controlled individually through the D/A - card.
Trap Characteristics - Simulations
We have characterised the performance of the trap by numerically calculating the trapping
potentials with a finite element code (FEMLAB). FEMLAB calculates the static electrode po-
tentials at the intersection points of a mesh spanning across the space between the electrodes.
By using the pseudopotential approximation discussed in chapter 1.4 it is possible to calculate
the trap potentials. The pseudopotential, which determines the motion of the ion in the plane
perpendicular to the trap axis, is shown in Fig. 3.9 for typical experimental parameters. By
substituting the expression for q (equation (1.17)) and setting a = 0 the fundamental secular
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frequency of an ion - trap (equation (1.22)) can be expressed as
ωr = η
eUAC√
2mΩRFr20
. (3.1)
Here e and m are the charge and mass of the ion, UAC is the amplitude of the potential
applied to the rf - electrodes, ΩRF is the rf - frequency and r0 is the shortest distance between
the ion and the electrode (166µm in our case). In order to quantify the deviation of the
radial trapping potential from an ideal quadrupole potential, the trap efficiency η is employed,
specifying the ratio of the actual secular frequency and the secular frequency in a corresponding
ideal quadrupole trap with symmetric parabolic electrodes. The numerically obtained trap
efficiency for our geometry is η= 0.75.
Figure 3.9: Radial cross - section of the pseudo - potential of the linear trap in the at the trap
center for UAC = 20 V, obtained from a finite element calculation by averaging the potential
over one rf - cycle. Profiles of the pseudo - potential in the vertical and horizontal direction are
shown at the edge of the two - dimensional plot.
The anharmonicity of the ponderomotive potential can be characterised by decomposing
the potential in a Taylor expansion and comparing the amplitudes with the harmonic term.
These ratios perpendicular to the electrode plane (horizontal, x) and parallel to the electrode
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radial (x) confinement radial (y) confinement axial confinement
C4 r
2/C2 = 7 · 10−4 C4 r2/C2 = 6 · 10−4 C4 z2/C2 = 9 · 10−4
C6 r
4/C2 = 8 · 10−6 C6 r4/C2 = −7 · 10−6 C6 z4/C2 = 3 · 10−7
C8 r
6/C2 = −8 · 10−9 C8 r6/C2 = −2 · 10−8 C8 z2/C2 = 1 · 10−10
Table 3.1: Relative size of anharmonic contributions to the radial ponderomotive (rf) and
axial (dc) confinement. Cn is the coefficient of the n - th term in the Taylor expansion of the
pseudopotential or potential. The anharmonicity in each direction was evaluated at a distance
r0 = 10µm and z0 = 10µm, corresponding to the scale of a two-ion crystal in the axial direction
for our experimental parameters.
plane (vertical, y) are summarised in table 3.1.
Similarly, we have analysed the axial confinement and compared it with an ideal harmonic
potential. From the harmonic term of the Taylor expansion the confinement strength can be
derived to be 120 kHz
√
UDC, which is in agreement with our measurement.
An important issue for use of the trap in conjunction with a transverse optical cavity is the
influence of the dielectric mirrors on the trapping potential. We have numerically determined
the pseudopotential in the presence of mirrors with r = 3.75 at the minimum separation of
500µm. The resulting change in the radial frequency was 0.5% compared to the case without
mirrors. This confirms that the trap meets the design criterion of resilience against dielectric
materials in close proximity to the trap.
Trap Characteristics - Measurements
By applying a small modulation voltage to one of the rf - electrodes or one dc - electrode it is
possible to probe the confining potential of the ion trap . Observing a dip in the fluorescence
of the ions while scanning of the modulation frequency indicates a motional resonance of the
trap. Using this method for different amplitudes UAC of the rf - voltage, we found that stable
trapping is obtained for radial secular frequencies in the range of νr = 0.8 - 5 MHz. For weaker
radial confinement, the trapping time as well as loading efficiency is decreased.
In the experiments presented in this thesis that use the ’sandwich’ trap, a radial secular
frequency of νr = 1.5MHz was chosen, corresponding to an rf - drive amplitude Vac = 14.5 V.
Axial confinement of the ion between two adjacent electrode strips (see Fig. 3.7 (b)) is obtained
by applying a positive bias potential of 20 V to the strips, resulting in an axial trapping frequency
of 575 kHz.
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3.4.2 The ’Alumina’ Trap
This trap was designed as a replacement of the ’sandwich’ trap. To use the ’sandwich’ trap for
cavity QED experiments the ions have to be shuttled from the production to the experimental
region. This mechanism had been employed successfully with the larger scale trap in Garching
that the design of the ’sandwich’ trap was based on and is commonly used as a precaution
to avoid coating the cavity mirrors with a layer of calcium as the hot atoms escape the oven.
The simplest approach to move an ion from one trapping region (Figure 3.7) to another is
to temporarily set the voltage between the two trapping regions to 0 V and then return it
to its previous value. Using this method we attempted to shuttle ions to the region next to
the production region in the ’sandwich’ trap. A variety of different trapping parameter were
tried and the trap regions observed with the camera. Unfortunately this was unsuccessful and
the ions were usually lost during these attempts. Suspecting that the switching of voltages
manually was neither precise nor fast enough, we built some fast switching circuitry. We also
used a programmable function generator to be able to more precisely control the timing of the
switching and its relative phase to the ions’ secular motion. Again, these attempts were not
successful. Finally, we suspected another possible source of the problem in the inhomogeneity
in the trapping potential due to the surface quality of the electrodes and their alignment
relative to one another. This may have resulted in the net potential at the position of the dc
electrode separating the regions when this electrode is set to 0 V not being zero and therefore
preventing the ions from crossing over into the second trapping region. If this was the case
then it was possible that the ions’ energy was not enough to cross the remaining potential
barrier. To test this we tried two things. Firstly we added a driving period to the switching
protocol to excite the ion at the secular resonance frequency. Secondly we temporarily applied
negative dc voltages to the separating electrode before switching it to 0 V and then back to
its original value. Again, we failed to record an ion signal in the second trapping region.
We concluded that for traps of micrometer scale any additional steps necessary to arrive at an
ion cavity system that can be used for experiments should be eliminated. This was one of the
the key consideration for the design of the ’alumina’ trap. In contrast to the ’sandwich’ trap,
where the oven was mounted parallel to the cavity mirror position (perpendicular to the trap
axis), in the ’alumina’ trap it sits below the trap subtending an angle of approximately 45◦
with both the trap (z) axis and the y axis (see figure 3.12). The oven is currently placed on the
Macor base such that its opening is 5 mm from the collimator hole which measures 200µm.
The inner diameter of the tantalum tube used to construct the oven is 860µm. This setup
and the resulting angular distribution of the atom flux are shown in figure 3.10. Only atoms
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Figure 3.10: A diagram showing the dimensions of the oven aperture, distance between oven
aperture and collimator and collimator size of the current setup
from the front of the oven will escape from the aperture as during assembly the oven was filled
almost to the edge with calcium, so it is safe to assume that the volume of mobile calcium
atoms is restricted to the first few millimetres of the tube only. The angular distribution of
the atom flux is proportional to cosα where α is the angle of emergence. For our current
oven diameter this results in an angle of approximately 25◦. The diameter of the atomic beam
at a distance l behind the collimator coming from an oven with an aperture of diameter b1
combined with a collimator with a hole of diameter b2 placed in front of the oven aperture at
a distance a is given in [31] as
d = 2
(
(a+ l) f − b1
2
)
, (3.2)
where f =
(
b1/2+b2/2
a
)
. The collimator is 15 mm from the trap centre, which results in a
beam diameter of 3.4 mm in the current setup. This is just marginally smaller than the mirror
separation. It is obvious that a beam of this width cannot be used once the cavity length is
reduced to the intended 500µm. A beam width of 400µm can be achieved by halving the
size of the pinhole, reducing the oven aperture to 0.2 mm and increasing the distance between
oven and collimator from 5 to 15 mm. While this will decrease the solid angle of the atom
distribution, it will also decrease the flux of atoms through the trap centre. However, in the
current setup producing and trapping ions is quick, so this modification is likely to slow down
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the process but not stop it.
Components
The trap electrode substrates (figure 3.11) are made from alumina ceramic of 0.5 mm thickness
which were laser cut to form the 2D shape of the electrodes. The electrodes themselves consists
of a thin gold coating (a few µm) on both sides of the substrate. The electrodes extend 5 mm
from the base of the substrate, and are 6 mm in width, with the tip a knife edge with an angle
of 20◦. The knife edge was chosen to gain better optical access to the trap centre, but posed
difficulties during the mechanical machining process used due to the alumina being prone to
chipping.
Two types of these ceramic blades were made. One type is a single blade with only one
Figure 3.11: Drawings of the trap electrodes. The dotted area represents the gold coating.
a) Shows the an rf - electrode without slits. b) Shows a slitted electrode, the centre electrode
is the rf - ground electrode, while the two outer electrode are used for axial confinement. c)
shows the slitted electrode in more detail including the dimensions in mm. d) shows the laser
cut slits at the electrode tip.
electrode (see figure 3.11a) ). This type is used to apply the rf trapping potential. The other
type is divided into three regions by 0.5 mm wide gaps in the gold coating along the depth
of the electrode, and laser cut slits of width 0.13 mm in the electrode tip (see figure 3.11b) -
d) ). The centre electrode is 1 mm wide from tip to base. The two outer electrodes measure
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2 mm at the base but widen to 2.37 mm at the tip where they are separated from the centre
electrode by the laser cut slits. Of the resulting three electrodes the outer two are used for the
axial confinement while the inner electrode is the rf - ground electrode.
Assembly
Oven holder
Mirror
Base structure
Cavity
base
structure 
incl. piezo
Cavity 
mounting
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base structure 
in place
Figure 3.12: The solid works assembly of the alumina trap structure.
A hollow stainless steel block made using a combination of conventional machining tech-
niques and wire eroding forms the base of the trap structure (figure 3.12). The experimental
cavity mounting structure is integrated within the trap assembly. The vertical rectangular hole
inside the base structure houses the cavity’s base structure (figure 3.13) with a piezo that
allows 50 µm of vertical travel of the cavity with respect to the trap. It is held in place with
two dowel pins. The mounting structure for the cavity mirrors was then glued on top of the
vertical piezo. The mirror holders were glued on top of two shear piezos (PI PICATMP-141.05),
which in turn were glued on top of the cavity mounting structure. Two non - magnetic stainless
steel x - shaped mounting brackets (figure 3.14) that have been wire eroded out of one piece of
metal, and were only cut into two as the last manufacturing step to assure symmetry provide
the support for the electrode substrates and were bolted to the side of the base block. To
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Figure 3.13: The cavity base structure which
houses the piezo for vertical adjustment of the
cavity with respect to the trap including the
cavity mounting structure on top of the piezo.
The shear piezos for varying the cavity length
and the mirror holders are yet to be mounted.
Figure 3.14: A drawing of the x - shaped
stainless steel mounting structure for the
’alumina’ electrodes.
assure accurate alignment of the trap and cavity axes custom brass tools were made. Figure
3.15 shows the set of tools used to precisely align the electrode mounting brackets and the
mirror holders. Figure 3.16 shows them in use during trap assembly.
The final step was to mount the electrodes on the structure. Another set custom made
tool was used for this. One cross shaped piece (figure 3.15) each was mounted on either
side of each mounting bracket using the alignment holes to provide an accurate reference for
the electrode substrates. The electrodes were then bolted to the mounting brackets, and the
reference tools removed. The final alignment was done with a microscope and the electrodes
moved one at a time until they were aligned to about 10µm precision. The aim was to have
an ion to electrode distance of 170µm. Microscope pictures of the final setup show the ion
electrode distance to be roughly 200µm (figures 3.17 and 3.18). A picture of the assembled
trap can be seen in figure 3.19.
Electronic Connections
The electrical connections for the axial dc and the rf - ground are made via thin copper sheet
(0.125 mm thickness) and screws that fit through the holes in the blades. Thin copper wires
are soldered to these copper sheets and connect to a vacuum compatible sub D connector
mounted on the base of the mounting structure. A slightly thicker copper foil structure
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Figure 3.15: The first photo shows the custom brass tools used to assure precise alignment of
the x mounting brackets, and the cavity mirror holders. The second two photos show the tool
for aligning the electrodes with respect to one another.
Figure 3.16: Aligning the electrode mounting brackets and the mirror holders during the trap
assembly.
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Figure 3.17: A close up of the electrodes under the microscope including the electrode -
electrode distance as estimated using known electrode dimensions from the side.
Figure 3.18: l
A close up of the electrodes under the microscope including the electrode - electrode
distance as estimated using known electrode dimensions facing along the trap axis.
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Figure 3.19: The fully assembled trap without cavity mirrors.
(0.5 mm thickness) is mounted close to either of the slitted blades, and bolted directly to
to the x - shaped mounts, which are connected to ground via the base structure. The three
electrode of each slitted blade are then connected to this foil via capacitors to avoid rf pick
up. A sub D connector cable extends from one of the vacuum chamber’s feedthroughs up to
the side of the trap. All dc, ground and piezo electrical connections are crimped to the pins
of this connector. As a result de - installation of the trap is greatly simplified. Figure 3.20
shows the electric connections to the trap. The rf connections are made via separate barrel
connectors that are mounted to side of the trap base structure. The rf voltage is supplied via
separate feedthrough utilising significantly thicker copper wires. Only one wire is connected
through the feedthrough. Using a barrel connector the supply is then split immediately below
the trap base structure, and connected to the side mounted barrel connectors. This helps to
ensure that both rf feed wires are of the same length and hence the capacitance of the trap is
symmetric.
To compensate the micromotion in this trap, a dc voltage can be supplied to the rf - ground
electrodes, as well as the mirror holders.
All dc supplied to the trap comes from a D/A - card. The rf frequency is provided by a
resonance autotransformer circuit (figure 3.21). The primary resonance circuit consists of the
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Figure 3.20: The electronic signals supplied to the trap and piezos are all connected via a sub
D connector, apart from the rf potential.
Trap and system
capacitance
Resonator coil
Function generator
Primary
circuit
Secondary
circuit
Figure 3.21: Circuit diagram of the autotransformer that supplies the rf to the trap electrodes.
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resonator coil and the system’s capacitance. In an ideal setup this capacitance would be the
trap capacitance alone. However, because this is a very small capacitance the capacitances of
the wires leading to the trap are not negligible in comparison. The total capacitance of the
system was established to be approximately 12 pF. This was done by replacing the trap and
system in the circuit by capacitors of known value until a match in resonance frequency was
found. The secondary circuit consists of a part of the resonator coil and the function generator.
In addition to the voltage increase due to the ratio of the number of turns per coil in each
circuit as for a standard autotransformer, an additional voltage step up is observed when the
frequency applied to the secondary circuit matches the resonance frequency of the primary
circuit. The additional step up is equal to the Q factor of the circuit, which was measured
with a spectrum analyser to be 90. Impedance matching of the transformer and the function
generator was achieved by moving the electrical connection of the secondary circuit to the coil
until the reflected rf power reached a minimum.
Trap Characteristics - Simulations
As before the trap was characterised numerically by calculating the trapping potentials with
a finite element code (FEMLAB). The trap efficiency η (equation 3.1) gives an expression to
the deviation from an ideal quadrupole trap. The efficiency of the ’alumina’ trap is 75%.
The anharmonicity of the ponderomotive potential can be characterised by fitting a polynomial
to the data and decomposing the fit in a Taylor expansion and comparing the amplitudes with
the harmonic term. These ratios are summarised in Table 3.2.
For the axial confinement a quadratic fit to the numerically evaluated potential in combination
with the harmonic oscillator model is used to calculate the confinement strength. This gives
a confinement strength of 226 kHz
√
UDC.
Numerically evaluating the pseudopotential when including cavity mirrors with r = 3.9 at a
separation of 500µm and comparing the resulting secular frequencies to the case without
mirrors show a change in the radial frequency of 5.5%. If we compare this to the ’sandwich’
trap (0.5%) this is a large difference, but it is small enough to be confident that the trapping
will be unaffected.
Trap Characteristics - Measurements
The confining potential of the ion trap was again probed by applying a small modulation
voltage to one of the mirror electrodes to test the radial potential, and one dc - electrode for
the axial potential, while observing the fluorescence as the modulation frequency was scanned.
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Figure 3.22: Radial cross - section of the pseudopotential of the ’alumina’ linear trap in the at
the trap center for UAC = 61.48 V, obtained from a finite element calculation by averaging the
potential over one rf - cycle. (All distances are in mm.)
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Figure 3.23: Profile of the pseudopotential in the horizontal and vertical direction for
UAC = 61.48 V.
Using this method for different amplitudes UAC of the rf - voltage, found that stable trapping
is obtained for radial secular frequencies in the range of νsecular, radial = 1 - 3 MHz (figure 3.24),
which equates to q values from 0.1 - 0.31 and potential depths from 0.23 - 1.71 eV. Axial secular
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radial (x) confinement radial (y) confinement axial confinement
C4 r
2/C2 = 1 · 10−7 C4 r2/C2 = 8 · 10−9 C4 z2/C2 = 2 · 10−5
C6 r
4/C2 = 4 · 10−14 C6 r4/C2 = 2 · 10−15 C6 z4/C2 = 4 · 10−11
C8 r
6/C2 = 4 · 10−21 C8 r6/C2 = 7 · 10−23 C8 z2/C2 = 3 · 10−13
Table 3.2: Relative size of anharmonic contributions to the radial (ponderomotive) and axial
(dc) confinement of the ’alumina’ trap. Cn is the coefficient of the n-th term in the Taylor
expansion of the potential. The anharmonicity was evaluated at the transverse size r ≈ 20nm
of an ion’s wave packet at a temperature of 1mK in the radial direction and the displacement
z ≈ 6µm of an ion in a two - ion crystal in the axial direction, assuming typical experimental
parameters.
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Figure 3.24: The relationship between the radial secular frequency and the voltage applied to
the two rf - electrodes.
frequencies range from νsecular, axial = 200 - 500 kHz (figure 3.25), which is approximately 86%
of the values obtained from the simulation for axial confinement. Comparing the measured
secular frequency to the value obtained for an ideal trap gives a voltage loss factor of 72%
for the radial confinement. Comparing to the simulation results the measured values are 4%
smaller.
3.4.3 Micromotion Compensation
In chapter 1 we explained how stray electric fields can cause micromotion of the ion, which
leads to line broadening, heating and reduced coupling due to bad localisation of the ion in
the cavity mode. To compensate the electric stray fields and hence avoid micromotion, we
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Figure 3.25: The relationship between the axial secular frequency and the dc - voltage applied
to all four endcap electrodes.
apply additional dc offset voltages to the rf - electrodes. There are several methods that can
be employed to establish the correct compensation voltages.
Linewidth Minmisation
For weak confinement (Γ  Ω), as it is present in our traps, the sidebands caused by the
ion’s oscillations in the trap are not resolved, but the linewidth of the transition observed is
broadened. The linewidth gives a measure of how well the stray fields are compensated. In
practise the laser is red detuned from the transition to the full width half maximum of the line,
where the most drop for decrease in linewidth is achieved. To establish the linewidth which at
this stage is likely to be broadened from its theoretical value, we perform a spectroscopy scan,
that is we scan the laser wavelength from red detuned to just beyond resonance and record the
fluorescence response. From a Lorentzian fit to the data the linewidth of the transition can be
evaluated. This method is a useful first step for a rough compensation before progressing to
more elaborate methods. Figure 3.26 illustrates the effect micromotion has on the linewidth
of the cooling transition.
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Figure 3.26: The linewidth of the cooling transition increases with micromotion. Therefore
spectroscopy scans give a measure of the amount of micromotion the ion is undergoing.
Correlation Method
The correlation method is the most accurate and reliable method for micromotion compens-
ation for a trap in the weak confinement regime. In the rest frame of an ion subject to
micromotion the laser frequency appears modulated because of the Doppler effect:
∆ν (t) = ~k ~xΩRF cos (ΩRFt) , (3.3)
where ~k is the wave vector of the laser and ~x the vector representing the micromotion amplitude.
The fluorescence intensity of the ion depends on the detuning of the laser, and hence this effect
results in a modulation of the fluorescence signal as described in figure 3.27.
To explain how we obtain a measure of the fluorescence modulation let’s consider the
dependence of the fluorescence intensity on the laser detuning. For small motional amplitudes
a Taylor expansion around the laser detuning as seen by an ion at rest can be used, where
small is defined as ∆ν (t) being small compared to the laser detuning of an ion at rest in the
laboratory frame, ∆ν0, and the transition linewidth, Γ. The countrate, I(ν), then varies as a
function of time according to
Icorr (∆ν0, t) = I (∆ν0) +
dI (ν)
dν
∣∣∣∣
ν=∆ν0
· ~k~xΩRF cos (ΩRFt) . (3.4)
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Figure 3.27: The micromotion of the ion causes the ion to experience a modulation of the
incident laser radiation. This is observed as a modulation in the fluorescence intensity.
Assuming the transition’s line profile to be Lorentzian the time evolution of the intensity is
Icorr (∆ν0, t) =
(
Γ
2
)2
Imax
∆ν20 +
(
Γ
2
)2 −
(
Γ
2
)2
Imax∆ν0[
∆ν20 +
(
Γ
2
)2]2 · ~k~xΩRF cos (ΩRFt) . (3.5)
We measure this effect by observing the time - resolved ion fluorescence in relation to the phase
of the trap drive. A time to digital converter is triggered by the arrival of a photon at the
photon multiplier tube, and stopped at a fixed phase of the trap drive. The time difference
between start and stop are recorded in a histogram. By looking closely at equation (3.5)
we can see that the amplitude of the modulation depends on the transition linewidth, the
laser detuning, and the maximum count rate, Imax. The amplitude of the modulation can be
deduced to [12]
A = ∆t
Trec
2Ttrap
(Icorr (∆ν0, tmax)− Icorr (∆ν0, tmin)) = ∆tTrecΩ
2
RF
2pi
dI (ν)
dν
∣∣∣∣
ν=∆ν0
·~k~x , (3.6)
where Trec is the recording time, Ttrap the trap drive’s period, and ∆t the width of a histogram
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interval. For a Lorentzian this equals
A = ∆t
Trec
pi
(
Γ
2
)2
Imax∆ν0[
∆ν20 +
(
Γ
2
)2] · ~k~xΩ2RF . (3.7)
This also holds true for saturated spectra if Γ is replaced with Γ
√
1 + S, where S is the
saturation parameter. A measurement of the amplitude A requires the amplitude to be larger
than the noise of the measurement. If the noise is due to counting statistics then A >
√
N .
N is the average number of events recorded per channel:
N =
∫ Ttrap
0
I (t) dt · ∆t
Ttrap
= I
∆t
Ttrap
Trec . (3.8)
I is the average number of events for all channels. Using equations (3.8), and (3.6) the
recording time evaluates to
Trec >
2piI
∆tΩRF
dI(ν)
dν
∣∣∣2
ν=∆ν0
· 1(
~k~xΩRF
)2 . (3.9)
For a Lorentzian lineshape the largest slope occurs at ∆ν0 =
Γ
2 , and thus this is the detuning
where the largest effect can be observed. Equation (3.7) allows to evaluate the term ~k~x, and
consequently the micromotion amplitude, from the modulation amplitude of the histogram.
The accuracy of a individual measurement depends on the recording time only. In practice we
measure a fixed number of events rather than a period of time.
It is worth noting that large micromotion amplitude results in a modulation of the fluorescence
that has twice the frequency of the trap drive. In this case the ion motion is so large that the
the laser detuning in the ion’s rest frame changes from red to blue detuned during one period
of oscillation.
To determine the position of minimal micromotion we need to establish the point of min-
imum fluorescence modulation. The ion is displaced horizontally and vertically using additional
dc voltages on the rf - electrodes (H and V) and the fluorescence amplitude modulation is re-
corded. A linear fit to the amplitude data then lets us determine the point of optimally
compensated micromotion in the direction of the probing laser beam. An example of such a
measurement can be seen in figure 3.28. Because it employs the Doppler effect only micromo-
tion in direction of the laser beam used to probe it can be measured. Hence, in a linear Paul
trap two laser beams are necessary, as long as they have a non - collinear projection onto the
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Figure 3.28: Examples of typical graphs from the micromotion compensation routine. For each
laser we record the micromotion amplitude at a series of H and V voltages. The four H values
ranged from -0.01 to 0.07 V by in this case and were spaced at equal distances.
plane perpendicular to the trap axis. A combination of the micromotion data from both laser
beams results in a graph like 3.29, and determines the horizontal and vertical dc voltages we
need to apply to minimise the micromotion in all dimensions.
Figure 3.29: An example of a typical graph from the micromotion compensation routine. For
each laser there are 4 data points (H and V voltages) where the micromotion is zero. Where
the linear fit to these cross the micromotion is minimised for all radial dimensions.
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100 V/m
Figure 3.30: Average direction of stray fields (blue arrow) as well as deviations (red arrows),
obtained by subtracting the average from each individual stray field measurement. The position
of the rf - electrodes in the four corners is indicated. Data were taken over a period of 129
days. The direction of the day - to - day deviations during this time appears mainly along one
diagonal. The scale of the deviations in V/m is indicated at the bottom.
Typical values of the residual modulation of fluorescence for an ion in the ’sandwich’ trap
after compensation of micromotion were less than 1% of average fluorescence level detected
during the compensation. This corresponds to a residual motional amplitude of the ion of below
8 nm which is two orders of magnitude lower than the size of the standing wave structure of
the cavity mode. This is essential for achieving deterministic ion-cavity coupling.
The compensation voltages and hence the stray fields obtained in this way changed during
the period of data acquisition. Over 129 days, the compensation electric fields varied between
-88 V/m and 106 V/m in the horizontal direction and -135 V/m and -47 V/m in the vertical.
The average shift observed during this time was in the vertical direction. The size of variations
around this average was statistical. In Fig. 3.30 the average stray field is shown along with
the daily deviations. It is striking that the variations occur predominantly along one diagonal
between two rf - electrodes, indicating that stray fields originate on one or two diagonally
opposite electrodes. This is in keeping with the fact that the ion trap is loaded in situ, leading
to an asymmetric coating of the rf - electrodes with calcium during the loading procedure. This
is expected to result in patch potentials which change during the loading of the ion trap [32].
The observed fluctuations mean that an optimisation of the compensation is necessary on a
daily basis. During the first months of the experiment we were particularly concerned about
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the process seeming unreliable. Eventually we found a bug in the programme written to
automate the process. While this reduced the time spent on the micromotion compensation
and improved results significantly, it also means that unfortunately some of the data obtained
during the spectroscopy measurements presented in chaper 4 is affected by the variability of
the early compensation.
Chapter 4
Spectroscopy of Single 40Ca+ Ions
4.1 Introduction
Calcium is the third element in the group of alkaline earth metals, and has an atomic number
of 20. There are four stable isotopes: 40Ca, 42Ca, 43Ca, and 44Ca. In our experiment we
use 40Ca, which is the most abundant (96.941%). As a group II element it possesses two
electrons in its outer shell, which have ionisation energies of 6.11 eV and 11.87 eV respectively.
To trap calcium we remove one of these electrons via two - stage photo ionisation, leaving one
valence electron whose excitation energies are so remote from those of the electrons in the
closed shells of the atom that light from the optical region of the electromagnetic spectrum
only addresses this valence electron. Thus the resulting level scheme is greatly simplified and
particularly useful for quantum optics applications. Figure 3.4 shows the relevant parts of the
Ca+ level scheme including transition wavelengths and linewidths of transitions. Calcium 40
also possesses an even number of nucleons which is advantageous since it results in no nuclear
spin and thus no hyperfine structure complicating the level scheme.
4.2 Theory
In our experiment we drive the cooling cycle on the P1/2 → S1/2 transition (λ= 396.595 nm).
We can treat the ion as a two - level system with a single loss mechanism, the P1/2 → D3/2
transition. For efficient cooling it is necessary to avoid the ion escaping the cooling cycle via
this transition. There are two possible ways to do this. Either laser light at 866 nm is provided
to drive the D3/2 → P1/2 transition, repumping the ion back into the cooling cycle. The
disadvantage of this method is that it results in a coupling between the S1/2 and the D3/2
level, and treating the ion as a two - level system is no longer adequate. Instead the ion has to
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be treated as a Λ system if this method of repumping is employed.
This can be avoided by repumping via the P3/2 level. Two lasers are required for this process.
850 nm light transfers any population of the D3/2 to the P3/2 level. From the P3/2 level the ion
can decay either to the S1/2 level, as desired, or to the D5/2 level. The latter transition, even
though much less likely to occur, is not part of the cooling cycle, and hence impairs efficient
cooling. A 854 nm laser is employed to excite the ion back to the P3/2 level.
The wavelengths of the cooling laser as well as the repumper lasers, and the laser power
influence the level of fluorescence from the ion. To increase cooling and detection efficiency it
is necessary to investigate the influence of these parameters.
4.2.1 Line Profile
The optical Bloch equations for a two - level atom including spontaneous emission have been
discussed in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.1. We arrived at the steady state solutions to the rate
equations given in equations 2.26 and 2.27. Both equations have characteristics of a Lorentzian,
L(ω − ω0) = Γeff
2pi
1
(ω − ω0)2 + Γ
2
eff
4
, (4.1)
with the effective linewidth of the transition
Γeff = 2
√(
Γ
2
)2
+
1
2
|Ω0|2 . (4.2)
Ω0 is the on resonance Rabi frequency which is proportional to the electric field of the light
incident on the ion. Thus with increasing light intensity the linewidth of the transition increases.
This effect is known as power broadening. Power broadening is a homogeneous broadening
effect, it affects all atoms in the same way for a given light intensity.
Saturation
As the power of the incident light increases so does the upper state population, equation 2.26,
approaches one half. The saturation parameter is defined in equation 2.31. On resonance,
i.e. δ = 0, the saturation parameter expresses the ratio between excitation and spontaneous
emission. If saturation is defined as S = 1, the excited state population, ρ22, equals 1/4, and
equation 2.31 simplifies to Ω0 =
1√
2
Γ. The intensity of the light wave is defined as
I =
1
2
0cE
2
0 . (4.3)
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Using the conversion factor between the dipole moment and the Einstein A coefficient, µ2 =
A21
3pi0h¯c3
ω30
[33], and substituting ω0 = 2pic/λ0, the saturation intensity can be written as
ISat =
2pi2ch¯Γ
3λ30
. (4.4)
For the calcium P1/2 → S1/2 transition using literature values for the linewidth and wavelength
the saturation intensity is 7.409 mW/cm2. Similarly for the P3/2 → D3/2 and the P3/2 → D5/2
the saturation intensities are 0.052 mW/cm2 and 0.006 mW/cm2, respectively.
Voigt Profile
An ion at temperature T appears broadened because of its translational motion resulting in
a Doppler shift of δ = ω − ω0, or alternatively ω = ω0
(
1 + vzc
)
. The distribution of the
frequencies ω is linked to the distribution of speeds via
Pω = Pvz
c
ω0
. (4.5)
At thermal equilibrium the velocities have a Maxwell - Boltzmann distribution:
Pvz =
√
m
2pikBT
e
− mv
2
z
2kBT , (4.6)
where m is the mass of the emitting particle, T is the temperature and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. Substituting equation 4.6 into equation 4.5 we arrive at
D (ω − ω0) = c
ω0
√
m
2pikBT
e
−mc2(ω−ω0)2
2ω20kBT . (4.7)
This is a Gaussian distribution with a peak at ω0 and a FWHM 2ω0
√
2kBT ln2
mc2
. In contrast to the
Lorentzian lineshape of natural, and power broadening, Doppler broadening is a heterogeneous
broadening effect, because the Doppler shift is unique for every individual atom. Although we
are dealing with single ion in our experiments this concept still applies as the atoms thermal
state can be described as a superposition of Fock states of its motion.
Because in practise both homogeneous and heterogeneous broadening are present the lineshape
of an atom is usually represented by a convolution of both homogeneous (Lorentzian) and
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heterogeneous (Gaussian) lineshapes. This is known as a Voigt profile:
V (ω − ω0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
L(ω − ω0 − ω′)D(ω′)dω′ (4.8)
=
Γeff√
2pi2pi
√
m
kBT
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−mc2(ω′)2
2ω20kBT
(ω − ω0 − ω′)2 + Γ
2
eff
4
dω′ . (4.9)
Although this can’t be solved analytically it is easily evaluated numerically. In the limit of
large temperatures the Doppler profile dominates and the expression simplifies to a Doppler
lineshape.
4.3 Measurements
For the spectroscopy measurements the fluorescence of the P1/2 → S1/2 transition of a single
calcium ion was recorded with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) while varying several parameters.
To optimise the spectroscopy results of the cooling transition, it makes sense to establish the
most efficient repumper wavelengths, and an adequate repump intensity first. The experimental
setup used during the spectroscopy measurements is shown in figure 4.1. The two repumper
laser beams are overlapped first using a polarising beam splitter (PBS). To regulate the intensity
in these beams the light passes through a λ/2 wave plate before entering the PBS. The
combined beams then pass through a dichroic mirror which also serves to reflect one of the
cooling lasers (Laser 1 in figure 4.1) towards the chamber. All three beams are overlapped at
this stage, and continue to the ion trap via two further mirrors and finally a lens that focusses
the beams at the trap centre. The final mirror before the lens is mounted on a piezo so it
is possible to scan the beams across the trap centre systematically. This arrangement has
proven particularly useful when finding the first ion signal in the trap after the optical setup
had to be changed. A second cooling laser (Laser 2) enters from the other end of the trap axis
and makes an angle with the horizontal. This is crucial for the micromotion compensation.
The two lasers for the two - stage photo - ionisation that we employ to make the ions are also
combined using a PBS. They enter the chamber via two further mirrors used for alignment.
In contrast to laser 2 they are aligned in the horizontal, and pass just underneath the final
mirror directing laser 2 into the chamber. The angle between these lasers is however so slight
that it is possible to use the same lens to focus all three. Finally, the ions’ fluorescence can
be observed using an EMCCD camera or a PMT. The imaging setup was described in more
detail in chapter 3.3.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of the optics and laser setup during the spectroscopy and heating rate
measurements.
4.3.1 Repumper Spectroscopy and Initial Intensity Settings
The first measurement concerned the cooling transition fluorescence as a function of power
of the repumper lasers. The cooling laser was set to 396.95921 nm (detuning δ= 95 MHz).
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With a waist of 45µm a power of 0.4µW from the two cooling beams is equivalent to the
previously calculated saturation intensity. During these measurements the cooling laser powers
were both set to 0.44µW. At constant wavelength one repumper laser beam was set to an
intensity level that we assumed to be safely within the region of saturation of the trans-
ition, the power in the second repumper beam was varied, and the fluorescence of the cooling
transition recorded. The results can be seen in figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. From these
measurements we concluded that saturation for the given beam diameters the ion position
occurred at 150µW for the 850 nm laser and 7µW for the 854 nm laser. To determine the
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Figure 4.2: The cooling fluorescence level as a function of the 850 nm repumper power
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Figure 4.3: The cooling fluorescence level as a function of the 854 nm repumper power
exact transition wavelengths for both repumper lasers we observed the level of cooling fluor-
escence as one repumper wavelength was scanned while the other was kept constant, and vice
versa. For this measurement the cooling laser had the same wavelength and intensity settings
previously described. Both repumper lasers where set just below saturation to prevent any
power broadening effects: P854 = 0.5µW and P850 = 24.5µW. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the
results for each of these measurements respectively. During the measurement for the 854 nm
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laser λ850 = 850.03488 nm, during the measurement for the 850 nm laser λ854 = 854.44334 nm.
From these measurements we determined the centre wavelength for each repumper to within
the accuracy of the wavemeter (± 60 MHz) to be 850.03488(14) nm and 854.44334(15) nm.
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Figure 4.4: The cooling fluorescence level as a function of the 850 nm repumper wavelength
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Figure 4.5: The cooling fluorescence level as a function of the 854 nm repumper wavelength
4.3.2 Cooling Transition Spectroscopy
For this measurement the cooling laser was scanned from red detuned to blue detuned with
respect to the transition wavelength. When the laser is red detuned the fluorescence follows a
Lorentzian lineshape, when the laser is blue detuned a sharp drop in fluorescence is observed.
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Figure 4.6: The cooling transition spectroscopy scans for various cooling laser powers
The cause of this is the mechanism of Doppler cooling (Chapter 2). A red detuned laser will
cool the ions, while a blue detuned laser will heat them. If the ions are heated the fluorescence
level drops due to the mechanisms described earlier in this chapter. If heating continues the
ion can acquire enough energy to escape the trap, and no more fluorescence is recorded.
Figure 4.6 shows the fluorescence level of the ion as a function of cooling laser frequency for
different laser power levels. Because the fluorescence signal follows a Lorentzian shape on the
red detuned side of the resonance only, the data used for the fit was restricted from this part
of the scan up to the point where a sharp drop in fluorescence was noted.
The centre wavelengths from all four fits agree with each other within the accuracy of the
wavemeter used to determine the wavelengths. The resulting wavelength for the cooling
transition is 396.95872(954) nm. Within this error it agrees with the value determined by Wolf
et al.[34]
With increasing laser power the linewidth of the transition increases (Figure 4.7). This is due
to power broadening effects. A fit to the data allows to extrapolate to zero intensity and gives
a value of 23.3 MHz. Within the uncertainty of the measurement this matches the literature
vale of 22.3 MHz.
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Figure 4.7: The cooling transition linewidth dependence on cooling laser power
4.3.3 Cooling Transition Spectroscopy with Variations in Repumper Power
I repeated the cooling transition spectroscopy for different power settings of the repumper
lasers to confirm that there is no broadening effect on the cooling transition’s lineshape, i.e.
it is adequate to treat the ion as a two - level system. We used two cooling lasers with a
total cooling power of 1.2µW so we expected some power broadening effects but as we was
looking for the relative changes in the transition profile this was acceptable. The results are
presented in Figure 4.8. The scans don’t show a clear increase with rising repumper power, in
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Figure 4.8: Cooling transition spectroscopy scans for combinations of high and low power in
the two repumper lasers. The power was set such that low power was below the previously
established saturation level of the transition, while the high power setting was just above the
point of saturation.
fact the smallest measured linewidth occurs when the 854 nm laser beam carries a lot of power
regardless of the power in the 850 nm laser beam. (The linewidth of the scans are the same
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within the error of the measurement.) In fact the linewidth in the measurement is narrower
than previously measured. This is likely due to an improved micromotion compensation. One
interesting feature to note is the narrowing in the linewidth as when the D3/2→P3/2 transition
is saturated indicating more efficient cooling of the ion. The effect is not observed as strongly
for the D5/2→P3/2 transition. The transition to the D5/2 level occurs with branching ration
of 7 : 1000, so it only plays a relatively small part in the scheme, which explains the less
pronounced effect. An accurate analysis of how much less pronounced the effect is, is not
possible since the low power scan is very inaccurate as the ion escaped from the trap a long
time before the scan passed the resonance frequency. The total fluorescence level recorded
follows a similar pattern, indicating that the cooling process is the most efficient when both
repumpers are run with intensities well beyond the point of saturation. The power in the
beams was chosen such that they were in fact quite sufficiently into the region of saturation
to exclude any effects on the cooling transition. The measurements show up clearly that it is
justified to treat the ion as a two - level system when this repumping scheme is employed, and
advise a range of powers that can be used for efficient cooling.
4.3.4 Repumper Spectroscopy for Variations in Repumper Power
The effect of repumper power on the fluorescence level during repumper spectroscopy can be
seen in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 for the 850 nm laser and the 854 nm laser respectively. High
power is equivalent to 300 µW for the 850 nm laser and 65 µW for the 854 nm laser, low
power 24.5 µW and 0.5 µW respectively. As expected a higher power level in the laser that
is being scanned leads to a broadening of the line, while an increase in power of the second
repumper results in an increase in fluorescence only. This is particularly well illustrated for the
850 nm laser in 4.9. The diode laser providing the 850 nm light was not stable enough to scan
over the entire range necessary to sample the entire broadened resonance curve. But due to
the symmetry of the curves the acquired data is sufficient for fitting a Voigt profile. For the
854 laser the effect can be seen to a lesser extent. The 854 nm spectroscopy measurements
need to be viewed with caution since they were taken on different days. At the time of these
measurements there were still problems with the micromotion compensation in the trap, and
so the conditions in the trap were unfortunately not the same. A summary of the width of the
peaks depending on the power of the repumpers is shown in Table 4.1. For efficient cooling it
is useful to take advantage of the broadened line of the high power settings as small variations
in the linewidth of the repumpers have less of an effect on the cooling fluorescence level.
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Figure 4.9: The cooling fluorescence as a function of 850 nm repumper wavelength for different
combinations of power levels of the repumper lasers with Voigt profile fits
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Figure 4.10: The cooling fluorescence as a function of 854 nm repumper wavelength for differ-
ent combinations of power levels of the repumper lasers with Voigt profile fits
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Power850 Power854 Width850 Width854
300 µW 65 µW 366 Mhz 657 MHz
300 µW 0.5 µW 289 MHz 287 MHz
24.5 µW 65 µW 106 MHz 1989 MHz
24.5 µW 0.5 µW 144 MHz 87 MHz
Table 4.1: Summary of the repumper linewidths for the different power combinations of the
repumpers laser beams
Chapter 5
Heating Rate Measurement
5.1 Introduction
An important issue related to fluctuating patch potentials on the trap electrodes and the small
ion - electrode distance is an increase of the ions’ temperature. It has direct impact on the
localisation of the ions. The heating rate is found to scale inversely with the fourth power of
the ion - electrode distance [35, 36]. In a miniature trap like the ’sandwich’ trap, heating is
therefore expected to be strong and establishing that the rate of heating characteristic to the
trap is manageable is important. In experiments where low thermal excitation is achieved by
using resolved sideband cooling, a precise measurement of heating rates from the strength of
the sidebands is possible [35, 36, 37]. The ions in the ’sandwich’ trap are not strongly trapped,
Figure 5.1: The ion fluorescence behaves differently if the spectrum changes shape due to
broadening effect. For small detunings the fluorescence level drops when the ion heats up, for
large detunings the opposite holds true.
so this method is not available to us. We have employed a simpler method to measure the
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heating rate of the trap, based on the one demonstrated by Epstein et al. [38]. By suspending
Doppler cooling for a given time, the ions experience a period of exclusive heating, increasing
their thermal motion in proportion to the heating rate and the heating time. After switching
the cooling laser back on, the time - resolved fluorescence of the ions during Doppler recooling
can be employed to obtain the temperature at the end of the heating phase. The fluorescence
level of the ion changes since the ion’s spectrum is narrowed as the ion is cooled. The ion’s
spectrum is described using a Voigt profile (chapter 4.2.1). Figure 5.1 shows two fluorescence
profiles of different width. It is immediately visible that for small detunings, fluorescence
increases with decreasing temperature, while for large detunings, fluorescence decreases. A
typical fluorescence curve in our experiment is shown in figure 5.2, with the recooling laser
switched on at t = 0. As can be seen from the figure, the ion’s fluorescence, starting from
S0 at t= 0, approaches the equilibrium value S∞ on a time-scale of τ = 3.4 ms. The setup
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Figure 5.2: Ion fluorescence as a function of time, with the recooling laser switched on at
t = 0. The red curve is an exponential fit to the R(t) = S∞ + (S0 − S∞) · exp(−t/τ). Fit
parameters: τ = 3.4 ms, S0/S∞= 0.66.
common for the Doppler recooling method uses a single laser beam with components in both
the axial and radial directions. In our setup the laser subtends an angle of 20◦ with the z
axis. Consequently, the cooling laser exerts radiation pressure on the ion along the axis. While
the cooling laser is on, radiation pressure displaces the equilibrium position of the ion away
from the centre of the axial potential well. When the cooling is suddenly switched off at the
beginning of the heating period, the ion is left in a displaced position in the potential well
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and starts to oscillate along the trap axis, with an amplitude equal to the initial displacement
z0. In the experiment, this displacement cannot be observed directly, but the corresponding
oscillation has a significant influence on the spectrum of the ion. Thus, heating of the ion’s
motion is not the only effect of switching off the Doppler cooling laser. It leads to a Doppler
shift peaking at a value of ∆0, which is related to the oscillation amplitude z0 by
∆0 = 2pi
z0
λ
ωz, (5.1)
where λ is the wavelength of the radiation and ωz = 2pi × νz is the oscillation frequency of
the ion along the trap axis.
Because the radial confinement is much stronger, this effect is much smaller in the radial
direction. However, even a small radial displacement, moving the ion away from the node
of the trapping field, results in increased micromotion, as discussed in section 3.4.3. Both
micromotion and axial oscillations contribute to the observed Doppler shift in the spectrum and
must be taken into account when determining the ion’s temperature. Ignoring these effects may
lead to a considerable overestimation of the ion’s temperature by falsely attributing a thermal
origin to the oscillatory motion. This effect of radiation pressure has not been considered in
previous heating rate measurements based on the method introduced in reference [38], even
though it can be significant.
5.2 Spectrum of an Ion with Intermittent Cooling
We consider the fluorescence line shape of a trapped ion exposed to intermittent excitation.
The treatment of homogeneous broadening and thermal Doppler broadening is similar to the
one in reference [39] (note that angular frequencies instead of scaled parameters are used).
What sets our model apart is that it includes the oscillatory motion of the ion in the harmonic
trapping potential resulting from the interruption of radiation pressure. The derived analytical
expression allows us to determine the temperature of the ion from the spectrum, without
relying on the details of the recooling dynamics used in reference [39], which would be difficult
to model in the presence of radiation pressure.
First we consider the case of homogeneous broadening, applicable to a cold ion at rest in
the trapping potential. The normalised spectrum, which is proportional to the fluorescence
intensity measured in the experiment is given by a Lorentzian
Scooled(δ,Γ) =
Γ
2pi
1
Γ2
4 + δ
2
, (5.2)
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where δ is the detuning from resonance and Γ is the full width at half maximum of the transition
due to homogeneous broadening. When the ion is not at rest but undergoing oscillatory motion
in the trapping potential, a periodically changing Doppler shift ∆(t) occurs, given by
∆(t) = ∆0 cosωzt, (5.3)
where oscillation along the trap - axis (z - direction) with frequency ωz is assumed and the
amplitude ∆0 is given by equation (5.1). δ in equation 5.2 then has to be replaced by δ+∆(t).
When observing an ion at an instant the likelihood to find it with an instantaneous Doppler
shift ∆inst is given by the probability
P (∆inst,∆0) =
∫ 2pi
0
δDirac (∆inst −∆0 sin (φ)) dφ
2pi
=
1
pi
1√
∆20 −∆2inst
if |∆inst| < ∆0 . (5.4)
To obtain the scattering rate the following integral has to be evaluated
SD =
∫
P (∆inst,∆0)
Γ
2pi
1
Γ2
4 + (δ + ∆inst)
2
d∆inst . (5.5)
The real part of the solution of this integral gives us an expression for a spectrum modified by
the periodic Doppler shift
SD(δ,Γ,∆0) =
1
pi
Re
 1√
∆20 −
(
δ + iΓ
2
4
)
 . (5.6)
For an ion undergoing thermal motion, spectrum (5.6) must be averaged over a distribution
of Doppler shift amplitudes ∆0. It is convenient to express the Doppler shift through the
oscillatory energy  = mω2zz
2
0/2 of the ion and the recoil energy Er = h
2/2mλ2 [39]:
h¯∆0 =
hz0ωz
λ
=
√
4Er. (5.7)
The probability distribution for oscillation energy  of the ion is given by
P (, ¯) =
1
¯
exp
(−
¯
)
, (5.8)
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where ¯ is the mean energy.
The thermally broadened spectrum is then obtained as
Stherm(δ,Γ, σ) =
∞∫
0
P (, ¯)SD(δ,Γ,
√
4Er/h¯) d, (5.9)
with h¯σ =
√
2Er ¯. The integral can be evaluated and expressed in analytical form
Stherm(δ,Γ, σ) =
1√
2pi σ
Re
[
w
( |δ|+ iΓ/2√
2σ
)]
. (5.10)
The function w(z) is the Faddeeva function or complex error function, given by
w(z) = exp(−z2) (1− erf(−iz)) (5.11)
and can be readily computed [40]. Expression (5.10) is identical to a Voigt profile with
inhomogeneous linewidth σ.
However, equation 5.9 only holds for an ion at rest which is heating up. To accommodate for
the fact that the ion starts oscillating with fixed amplitude z0 as soon as the laser is switched
off and before it starts heating up we we use a modified distribution function, spread around
an oscillation at fixed energy 0 = (h¯∆0)
2/4Er.
Posc(, 0) =
1
¯ [2− exp(−0/¯)] exp
(
−|− 0|
¯
)
. (5.12)
Finally, the spectrum of a hot ion including homogeneous broadening, harmonic oscillation and
thermal effects is therefore given by
Sheated(δ,Γ, σ,∆0)=
∞∫
0
Posc(, 0)SD
(
δ,Γ,
√
4Er/h¯
)
d. (5.13)
The integral in (5.13) can be solved analytically, again using the Faddeeva function:
Sheated(δ,Γ, σ,∆0) =
Re
[
w
(√
z−d)− iw (√d−z∗)+ ie−d w (√−z∗)√
2pi σ (2− e−d)
]
, (5.14)
where
z =
(|δ|+ iΓ/2)2
2σ2
, d =
∆20
2σ2
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and w(z) is defined in equation (5.11). It is easy to see that for negligible oscillatory motion
of the ion (∆0 → 0), the above expression reduces to (5.10), i.e., a Voigt profile.
Expression (5.14) describes the most general fluorescence spectrum of a trapped ion.
In the experiment, the homogeneous linewidth Γ is determined by fitting the fluorescence
spectrum Scooled (equation 5.2), σ is related to the temperature of the ion and ∆0 is either
due to secular motion in the trap or due to micromotion.
Oscillation along the axis of the linear trap is usually a result of the sudden switch - off of
the cooling laser at the beginning of the heating period. Radiation pressure of the cooling
laser displaces the equilibrium position of the ion by an amount z0 in the axial potential well.
Removal of radiation pressure therefore launches oscillatory motion with amplitude z0. A
value of the initial displacement z0 can be derived from balancing the radiation force with the
restoring force of the harmonic oscillator potential the ion is subject to:
z0 =
h¯ωlaserΓ/2
mcω2z
[
I/ISat
δ2/(Γ/2)2 + 1 + I/ISat
]
. (5.15)
Figure 5.3 shows fluorescence spectra calculated from equation (5.14) for different paramet-
ers. In the figure below, the corresponding distribution of oscillation energies, which appears
explicitly in equation (5.13), is plotted. While an oscillating ion is characterised by a delta -
function (case (b), green line), adding thermal motion leads to a broader distribution. In case
(c), red line, there is still a peak at the original oscillation energy. It is, however, approaching
the pure thermal distribution of case (d).
For an ion at temperature T , Doppler - broadening leads to
σ =
2pi
λ
√
kBT
m
. (5.16)
Solving for the temperature, we obtain
T =
mλ2σ2
4pi2kB
. (5.17)
For calcium ions, this expression evaluates to T [mK] = 0.758 (σ [MHz])2.
For short heating periods, which is the case relevant here, σ < ∆0. The spectrum is then
best described as oscillatory with an amplitude distribution broadened by thermal effects. It is
clearly different from the Voigt profile one would expect in thermal equilibrium.
An example is given in figure 5.4. The blue curve is the power-broadened Lorentzian spectrum
of a laser - cooled ion, corresponding to Scooled = S∞(δ). The red curve represents the spec-
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Figure 5.3: Fluorescence spectra S(δ) calculated from equation (5.14) for different sets of
parameters. (a) (Γ, σ,∆0) = 2pi× (40,1,0) MHz, corresponding to homogeneous broadening
(Lorentzian profile); (b) (Γ, σ,∆0) = 2pi× (40,1,90) MHz, corresponding to a cold oscillat-
ing ion; (c) (Γ, σ,∆0) = 2pi× (40,50,90) MHz, corresponding to a hot oscillating ion; (d)
(Γ, σ,∆0) = 2pi×(40,50,0) MHz, corresponding to a hot ion with no oscillation (Voigt pro-
file). The graph below shows the corresponding probability distributions P (), plotted as a
function of the scaled energy
√
4Er.
trum a certain time after switching off the cooling laser, according to equation (5.14). It takes
into account thermal effects and oscillatory motion. As expected, the direction of change in
fluorescence level depends on detuning. Close to resonance, the fluorescence level drops as a
result of switching off the cooling laser, while for large detuning it increases. In figure 5.4, the
change in fluorescence level from cooled to heated ion is indicated at two selected detunings.
To illustrate how much of the spectral redistribution is due to the ion’s oscillation, we
show in the same graph a spectrum with negligible thermal broadening but otherwise identical
parameters (green fluorescence trace). At the two indicated detunings, roughly half the effect is
due to the harmonic oscillation of the ion. By fitting the spectrum of the ion following a period
of suspended cooling using equation (5.14), we can determine the homogeneous linewidth of
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Figure 5.4: Calculated spectra Scooled for a cooled ion (blue) and Sheated for a heated ion
at a temperature of 1 K (red). The arrows show the difference in fluorescence level between
the two cases. Only part of the effect is due to thermal motion. Another contribution is due
to an harmonic oscillation, triggered by switching off the cooling laser. This results in the
intermediate spectrum (green), which displays significant line broadening, even for a cold ion
at 1 mK.
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Figure 5.5: Relative change R = (S0/S∞ − 1) of fluorescence in the first bin after recooling
starts, as a function of bin - size. The linear increase is evident and allows us to extrapolate
the results to zero bin - size, giving us an accurate value for the relative fluorescence level at
t = 0.
the ion, its oscillation amplitude and, most importantly, the correct inhomogeneous linewidth.
From the latter the temperature follows directly according to equation (5.17).
5.3 Heating Rates
The approach we follow to measure the temperature of the ion is more general than that of
Wesenberg et al. [39], as it doesn’t require any assumptions about details of the recooling
process other than that the fluorescence level rises or falls linearly at the onset of recooling.
This is well confirmed by the experimental data during the first 600µs (see figure 5.5).
The most important quantity to determine is the fluorescence level at the moment the cooling
laser is switched on (t= 0). In practice, it depends on the size of the time - bins chosen to
evaluate detector counts. A larger bin - size decreases fluctuations of the counting statistics but
introduces a systematic error caused by the influence of recooling during the sampling period,
which changes the fluorescence level. Immediately following the switch - on of recooling, a
first - order approximation to the behaviour shown in figure 5.2 is possible. For t< 600µ s τ ,
the fluorescence level changes linearly in response to recooling. This allowed to determine the
fluorescence rate at t= 0 independently from a model of the recooling dynamics. Analysis of
the fluorescence curves such as in figure 5.2 was done by using varying bin size. For each
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bin - size, the ratio of counts in the initial bin (S0) was taken and divided by the counts per
bin at equilibrium (S∞). From the linear change of the fluorescence level, it is then possible
to extrapolate to the level that would have been obtained for zero bin - size. The method is
illustrated in figure 5.5. It provides a precise value of the fluorescence level at the beginning
of recooling. The change of fluorescence with respect to the equilibrium level obtained in this
way is indicated in figure 5.2 by an arrow.
5.3.1 Experimental Procedure
The setup used during the heating rate measurements was the same as during the spectroscopy
experiments described in chapter 4. A block diagram of this setup is shown in figure 4.1. The
ions were produced using two - stage photo - ionisation in vicinity of the trap centre. A single
ion was trapped and cooled using both lasers 1 and 2 for cooling and a free space repumper.
After optimising the micromotion compensation as described in chapter 3.4.3, laser 2 was
switched off and remained so during the measurements described in this chapter. The photo -
ionisation lasers and the oven were also turned off during the experiments.
In a first step, the fluorescence spectrum of the Doppler cooled ion was measured, which
yielded the equilibrium fluorescence level S∞(δ) and, from Scooled in equation (5.2), the power -
broadened linewidth Γ. An example is shown in figure 5.6. It served as a reference for the
determination of the heated spectrum, indicating the asymptotic fluorescence level approached
in the recooling process. We also used the results from this initial spectroscopy to establish the
detuning parameters to be used during the heating rate measurements. This process required
trapping a new ion because the ion was lost when the laser frequency passed the resonance
into blue detuning. In a second step, the change of fluorescence level from hot to cold ion
was measured, S0 to S∞ for a given detuning and heating duration. To achieve meaningful
statistics this process was automated using LabView. For the measurements presented here
the number of heating cycles was around 1000. The recooling curves like that in figure 5.2
were then used to determine the change in fluorescence as described above. The ratio R of
the two values can be compared directly to the corresponding theoretical expression, obtained
from the spectra given by equations (5.2) and (5.14).
R(δ,Γ, σ,∆0) =
Sheated(δ,Γ, σ,∆0)
Scooled(δ,Γ)
− 1 != S0/S∞ − 1. (5.18)
With Γ already determined from the cooled spectrum, fitting the theoretical expression (5.18)
to the relative change of the fluorescence level allows to determine the values of thermal
broadening σ and oscillatory motion ∆0.
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Figure 5.6: Fluorescence spectrum of the Doppler cooled ion, obtained under steady-state
conditions. It corresponds to Scooled in figure 5.4 and provides the reference level S∞(δ) for
measuring the fluorescence of the heated ion. The measured linewidth is Γ = 2pi× 43.8 MHz,
corresponding to a saturation parameter s = (Γ/Γ0)
2-1 = 2.9.
As the radiation pressure of the laser depends on detuning, so does the amplitude z0 of
oscillatory motion after the laser is switched off. We accommodate this by using a detuning -
dependent expression for ∆0.
∆0(δ) = ∆00
(Γ/2)2 − (Γ0/2)2
(Γ/2)2 + δ2
, (5.19)
where Γ0 is the natural linewidth of the transition and ∆00 is the maximum Doppler shift for
resonant radiation pressure.
5.3.2 Results
The results presented in figure 5.7 show the fit for four different detunings of the laser. The
four detunings were chosen as Γ/4, Γ/2, 3Γ/4, and Γ, where Γ was determined by fitting
a Voigt profile to a spectroscopy scan before each experiment. This range of detunings was
chosen to confirm that the mechanisms at work are independent of the cooling efficiency.
Each data point falls on the theoretical curve corresponding to the value of Γ used for this
measurement, as indicated by different colours. It is not possible to fit the data in figure 5.7
with a model neglecting the oscillatory motion of the ion as illustrated by the dashed trace
in the figure. These results confirm that the expression (5.14) accurately describes the ion’s
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Figure 5.7: Measured values for the relative fluorescence change R = (S0/S∞ - 1) after 500 ms
of heating. Three different theoretical fit curves are shown to accommodate the independently
determined homogeneous linewidths which are slightly different for each measurement. The
oscillatory motion and inhomogeneous linewidth of the ion are obtained from a fit using all data
points as ∆00 = 2pi× 66.4 MHz and σ= 2pi× 24.5 MHz. This corresponds to a temperature of
T = 457 mK. The dashed line shows the inadequate fit obtained when the oscillatory motion
of the ion is neglected.
spectrum at the end of the heating phase.
Having obtained the value of ∆00 and σ from the fit, the temperature of the ion at the end of
the heating period can be extracted using equation (5.17). As long as the laser power is kept
constant, which was verified using an optical powermeter, Γ is identical for all measurements.
Therefore, σ and hence the temperature is the only unknown parameter in expression (5.18). It
can be determined by working at a fixed detuning which we have chosen as δ= -2pi× 11 MHz.
The temperature of the ion for different heating times τ was determined in this way.
The results are shown in figure 5.8. The increase of temperature with heating time is
linear, the slope defining the heating rate of the ion in the ’sandwich’ trap. A value of
dT/dτ = (2.0± 0.1) mK/ms was obtained for the heating rate. Note, that for τ → 0, the
temperature approaches the Doppler limit, as it should be starting from an ion cooled to the
Doppler temperature at a level of 1 mK. The effect of neglecting the oscillatory motion of the
ion is also demonstrated in figure 5.8. The green circles indicate the temperatures that would
have been obtained in this case. The apparent heating rate would have been 15% smaller, but
the biggest problem is the resulting offset of 570 mK at τ = 0, three orders of magnitude larger
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Figure 5.8: Measured temperature of the ion as a function of heating time. The heating rate
is determined from the slope of a linear fit (solid line) to be dT/dτ = (2.0± 0.1) mK/ms. The
temperature measurement is most precise for the data point at τ = 100 ms, which has error
bars smaller than the size of the marker. The open green circles indicate the temperature
values that would have been obtained from a model neglecting oscillatory motion of the ion.
The corresponding linear fit, shown as a dashed line, wrongly results in a slightly lower heating
rate and a large temperature offset of 570 mK.
than the Doppler temperature of the ion. This is clearly impossible, as at τ ≈ 0, no thermal
heating could have occurred and hence no measurable increase in temperature. Observation of
substantial temperature offsets in other heating-rate experiments shows that radiation pressure
induced oscillations of the ion are a phenomenon that must be taken into account to arrive at
correct values for the ion temperature.
The spectral density of electric field fluctuations is given by Turchette et al. [35] as SE(ωn) ≈
dn
dt
4mCah¯ωn
e2
, where n is the number of motional quanta, mCa the mass of the ion, and ωn the
secular frequency of the trap. From the observed heating rate, a spectral density of electric
field fluctuations of SE(ω) = 3× 10−10V2/m2Hz is obtained at an ion - electrode distance of
166µm and for a secular frequency of 1.5 MHz. This compares well with measurements of
heating in other traps of the same size [41, 42]. This is remarkable, given the limited surface
quality of the copper electrodes, which is a potential source of increased heating, and the
presence of stray fields found in micromotion compensation.
5.4 Conclusions
This chapter presents a thorough measurements of the heating rates of an ion in the ’sandwich’
trap. The measurements employed the Doppler - recooling method. An analytical expression
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for the ion spectrum which includes homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening, and takes
into account harmonic oscillation of the ion induced by radiation pressure was derived to
analyse the results. The resulting heating rate of dT/dτ = (2.0± 0.1) mK/ms is comparable
to that of other traps with a similar size in spite of the surface roughness and the unusual
electrode material. It is worth noting that for experiments with ions in cavities, it is sufficient
to reach the Lamb - Dicke regime of ion localisation, which extends to a thermal excitation of
a few hundred vibrational quanta.
At the measured heating rate, the system will remain in the Lamb - Dicke regime for times
of the scale of milliseconds, which is long compared to cavity - enhanced ion - photon coupling
rate on the order of MHz. The observed heating rate is therefore no constraint for achieving
controlled ion - cavity interaction in the trap.
Chapter 6
Coupling Ions and Cavity Mode
6.1 Introduction
An important step towards cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity QED) experiments is coup-
ling the ion to the cavity mode. Both traps reported on in this thesis are designed with the
cavity axis to be perpendicular to the trap axis. In combination with a linear trap this has
the advantage of allowing us to move the ions in the horizontal direction within the cavity
mode using the axial dc potential only. This chapter explains the atom light interactions for a
three - level Λ system, introduces the effects of placing the ion into a resonant optical cavity
and describes the experimental cavity used with the ’alumina’ trap. We also report on first
results in aligning the cavity mode with the ion position in the ’alumina’ trap.
6.2 Theory
So far we have been able to treat the ion as a two - level system in our experiment because we
used the repumper scheme described in chapter 4. For the spectroscopy measurements this
was a very useful deviation from the more common way to repump directly via the P1/2 state
which can result in coupling the D3/2 and S1/2 states with adverse effects on the cooling of
the ion. However, it is in fact this coupling that becomes a desired effect for the experiments
that the trap was designed for. Hence it becomes necessary to expand the model treating the
atom light interaction to the Λ system.
6.2.1 Optical Bloch Equations in a Λ System
The equations derived in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.1 have to be modified to adequately describe
the interaction between the ion and the cavity field. Janik et al. [43] derive the three - level
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Bloch equations to calculate the population of the P1/2 level (state |P 〉). In this model the
S1/2 level is represented as state |S〉, and the D3/2 level as state |D〉 (Figure 6.1). We neglect
the Zeeman sublevels in this derivation.
The possibility of the two - photon resonance requires accounting for coherences. The five
Figure 6.1: Simplified level structure of 40Ca+ with the transitions relevant to our experiments.
The D3/2 state is metastable and has a lifetime of 1.2 s. If the cooling laser and the cavity are
resonantly detuned from the excited state by δ, the population of the P1/2 state is zero as the
ion can make the transition directly from the S1/2 to the D3/2 state.
independent equations for the density matrix elements are given in Gray et al. [44] after a
more thorough derivation as
dρSS
dt
= i
Ωblue
2
(ρSP − ρPS) + ΓblueρPP , (6.1)
dρDD
dt
= i
Ωred
2
(ρDP − ρPD) + ΓredρPP , (6.2)
dρSD
dt
= i
[
(δred − δblue) ρSD + Ωred
2
ρSP − Ωblue
2
ρPD
]
, (6.3)
dρSP
dt
= i
[
Ωblue
2
(ρSS − ρPP ) + Ωred
2
ρSD − δblueρSP
]
− Γ
2
ρSP , (6.4)
dρDP
dt
= i
[
Ωred
2
(ρDD − ρPP ) + Ωblue
2
ρDS − δredρDP
]
− Γ
2
ρDP , (6.5)
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where Ωblue and Ωred are the Rabi frequencies for the S1/2 → P1/2 transition and the D3/2 →
P1/2 transition respectively. Similarly δblue and δred are the detunings of the cooling laser and
the repumper laser or cavity from the excited state, P1/2. Γ is the total decay rate from the
P1/2 state and is the sum of the decay rates to the ground state (Γblue) and the metastable
D3/2 level (Γred).
The steady state solution for the P1/2 sate population is
ρPP =
4 (δblue − δred)2 Ω2blueΩ2redΓ
Z
, (6.6)
where Z is defined as
Z = 8 (δblue − δred)2 Ω2blueΩ2redΓ + 4 (δblue − δred)2 Γ2Y
+ 16 (δblue − δred)2
[
δ2blueΩ
2
redΓblue + δ
2
redΩ
2
blueΓred
]
− 8δblue (δblue − δred) Ω4redΓblue + 8δred (δblue − δred) Ω4blueΓred
+
(
Ω2blue + Ω
2
red
)2
Y , (6.7)
with Y = Ω2blueΓred + Ω
2
redΓblue.
From equation 6.6 we can see two effects which are relevant to the work presented in this
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Figure 6.2: Initially the fluorescence increases with repumper intensity as the repump process
becomes more efficient. If the intensity is increased further the ac Stark effect shifts the P1/2
level away from resonance and the fluorescence decreases.
thesis. Firstly, the cooling fluorescence dependence on the power in the repumping laser in
not trivial. Figure 6.2 shows a plot of this dependency in the Λ model for cooling intensity
Ωblue = 2pi x 10 MHz, zero detuning for the cooling laser and -2pi x 10 MHz detuning for the
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repumper laser. Initially the fluorescence level rises as the ion is being repumped from the
D3/2 state more efficiently. However, this process does not continue indefinitely. Eventually
the large intensity introduces an ac Stark shift and the lasers are no longer resonant with the
atomic transition causing a drop in the fluorescence level. Since the cooling of the ion relies
on a large number of scattering events, a reduced scattering rate results in a slower cooling
process. This also gives the ions more time to heat up in between scattering events, and hence
the final temperature that can be reached is higher.
Secondly, when the detuning of cooling and repumper laser is equal (δblue = δred) a two -
photon resonance occurs and the population of the P1/2 level is zero, and hence there will
be no fluorescence. The ion can make a transition directly from the S1/2 to the D3/2 level
bypassing the P1/2 level completely. This is known as a Raman transition or dark resonance.
Figure 6.3 shows plots of the fluorescence rate according to the three - level Bloch equations
for different repump intensities and detunings. The two - photon (Raman) resonance is a
pronounced feature in all plots and widens with increasing repumper intensity. Plot 6.3a shows
a lower repump intensity with a Rabi frequency similar to that of the cooling transition. As the
detuning from resonance increases the fluorescence profile becomes more asymmetric. With
increasing negative repumper detuning the two - photon resonance is shifted to a negative
detuning with respect to resonance. For larger repump intensity the asymmetry is also visible
but is overshadowed by the widening of the dip.
The Raman resonance has an effect on the efficiency of the Doppler cooling employed in our
experiments. As the cooling relies on the repeated loss of energy by the ion equal to hδ as the
ion transitions from the P1/2 to the S1/2 state, an ion that never populates the P1/2 state is
not subject to a cooling effect. For efficient cooling the detunings of the cooling and repumper
lasers from the P1/2 state need to differ, that is δred 6= δblue.
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(a) Low repumper laser intensity.
(b) High repumper laser intensity
Figure 6.3: Theoretical cooling fluorescence spectrum for the three - level Λ structure of the
40Ca+ ion. The first graph shows different repumper detunings low repumper power, the
second graph shows the effect for a much higher light intensity. (Ω0,red = 2pi x 10 MHz and
Ω0,red = 2pi x 100 MHz respectively). The cooling power is the same for both graphs. The
two - photon resonance is notably wider for the higher intensity and the asymmetry increases
with the repumper detuning.
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6.2.2 Fabry - Pe´rot Cavities
Figure 6.4 shows the basic configuration of a Fabry-Pe´rot optical cavity. It consists of two
highly reflective mirrors (M1 and M2) with radii of curvature R1 and R2 respectively, placed
a distance LCav apart from each other. The mirrors have transmissivities T1 and T2.
Figure 6.4: Fabry - Pe´rot Cavity consisting of mirrors M1 and M2 with radii of curvature R1
and R2 and transmissivities T1 and T2 respectively.
Cavity Modes
Light beams differ from plane waves in that they have non - uniform intensity distributions.
The simplest imaginable light beam has a Gaussian intensity profile, and is often called the
fundamental mode. Its spot size w(x) and the radius of curvature of its wavefront R(x) vary
as a function of the position from the waist w0 (where the radius of curvature is infinity)
according to
w(x) = w0
√
1 +
(
x
xR
)2
, (6.8)
and
R(x) = x+
x2R
x
, (6.9)
respectively. xR = piw
2
0/λ is the so - called Rayleigh range.
An optical cavity imposes boundary conditions on the light modes that can exist between its
mirrors. Longitudinally the resonance condition for a cavity is that after one round trip the
light arrives at the incoupling mirror in phase with the incident light, that is the the phase
difference from one mirror to the other is an integer multiple of pi. In this way the light
can interfere constructively and the intensity in the cavity builds up. The parameters w and
R describe transverse modes of all order, however the phase velocities are different for the
different transverse modes.
The transverse modes or spatial configurations inside a cavity are described using Hermite -
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Gaussian modes or Laguerre - Gaussian modes. Hermite - Gaussian modes have rectangular
symmetry and the horizontal and vertical mode order are denoted by m and n (TEMmn),
Laguerre - Gaussian modes have radial symmetry. When scanning the cavity length both types
of modes can be observed, but for simplicity only Hermite - Gaussian modes are explained
further here. For a cavity aligned with the x - axis the spatial intensity distribution of the
electric field of these modes is
Imn(z, y) = I0
[
Hm
(√
2z
w(x)
)
exp
( −z2
w(x)2
)]2 [
Hn
(√
2y
w(x)
)
exp
( −y2
w(x)2
)]2
, (6.10)
where I0 is the intensity at the centre of the beam at its Gaussian beam waist. Figure 6.5
shows the Hermite - Gaussian transverse modes for m,n= 0, 1, 2, 3. The equation for the most
fundamental mode, TEM00 is
I00(z, y) = I0
[(√
2z
w(x)
)
exp
( −z2
w(x)2
)]2 [(√
2y
w(x)
)
exp
( −y2
w(x)2
)]2
. (6.11)
Taking into account the transverse modes the resonance condition therefore depends on the
Figure 6.5: Hermite - Gaussian modes TEMmn (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hermite-
gaussian.png)
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m, n and longitudinal mode number naxial [45]
(1 + naxial)pi = kLCav − 2(m+ n+ 1) arctan λ
2xR
. (6.12)
The spacing between longitudinal resonances given by the free spectral range FSR = c2LCav .
The resonance frequency ν for a resonator with two mirrors of equal curvature is thus
ν/FSR = (naxial + 1) +
1
pi
(m+ n+ 1) arccos
(
1− LCav
R
)
. (6.13)
Photon Decay Rate - κ
The cavity decay rate is a measure of how quickly the electric field within a cavity decays. It
is important for classifying the coupling strength of ion and cavity field. If at t = 0 there are
NPhoton photons in the cavity, and the cavity consists of two mirrors with transmissivity T ,
which are a distance LCav apart, then after one round trip of the cavity (t = 2nrefrLCav/c),
where nrefr is the index of refraction of the medium between the mirrors) the number of
photons remaining in the cavity is NPhoton/T
2. The change in the number of photons can be
written as
dNPhoton
dt
= −c (1− 1/T )
nrefrLCav
NPhoton . (6.14)
The solution is NPhoton = N0,Photone
−2κt, with κ = c(1−1/T )2nrefrLCav . For high quality mirror coatings
of transmissions of the order of 100s of ppm or less we can assume 1/T∼1. Using F =
pi
(
1
R1R2
)1/4
1−
√
1
R1R2
for the cavity finesse and ∆ω = picnrefrFLCav for the linewidth in equation 6.14, we
can conclude that 2κ = ∆ω.
6.2.3 Ion - Cavity Coupling
If an ion is placed inside an optical cavity as described in the previous section the restrictions
on the available modes can be expected to affect the optical properties of an ion behaving
according to the three - level Bloch equations derived in section 6.2.1. The case where the
cavity resonance coincides with an atomic transition is of particular interest, as it allows ion
and cavity to resonantly exchange excitation, and thus the ion - cavity coupling can be viewed
in a similar way as a free space laser in the three - level Bloch equations.
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Jaynes - Cummings Model
The interaction between a two - level atom and a single mode cavity in the regime of cavity QED
was first analysed by Jaynes and Cummings in 1963 [46]. In this model the electromagnetic
field of the cavity mode is quantised, and its state vector is a superposition of photon - number
states (Fock states), |n〉. The energy is then h¯ωCavity (n+ 1/2), where h¯ωCavity is the energy
of a photon. Analogous to the quantum harmonic oscillator there are photon annihilation (a)
and creation (a†) operators resulting in the Hamiltonian of the cavity field
HCavity = h¯ωCavity
(
a†a+
1
2
)
. (6.15)
The Hamiltionian for a two - level atom with ground state |D〉 and excited state |P 〉, with
energies h¯ωD and h¯ωP , is
HAtom = h¯ωD |D〉 〈D|+ h¯ωP |P 〉 〈P | . (6.16)
In a loss - less system any change in the number of photons must result in a change in the ion’s
internal state. So the interaction between ion and cavity can be expressed by [47]
HInt = −h¯g0(~r)
[
|P 〉 〈D| a+ a† |D〉 〈P |
]
, (6.17)
where g0(~r) is the coupling strength between the ion and the cavity [12]
g0 (~r) =
√
µ2PDω
20h¯Vmode
u (~r) . (6.18)
µPD is the dipole matrix element of the transition, Vmode the mode volume, and u(~r) describes
the spatial dependence of the electric field amplitude. For the TEM00 mode the spatial de-
pendence perpendicular to the cavity axis follows a Gaussian, while along the cavity axis it is
sinusoidally varying standing wave pattern. Because we are considering an ion within a cavity
we don’t need to sum over all available eigenmodes of the light field but only have to consider
the modes of the cavity. Furthermore by choosing the cavity parameters carefully it is possible
to reduce this even further to a single mode.
The cavity’s mode volume is given by
VMode =
∫
|u(~r)|2 d3r , (6.19)
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which for lowest order transverse mode is
VTEM00 =
2
3
piw20LCav . (6.20)
Equation 6.18 suggests that a small mode volume leads to increase coupling. The dependency
of the mode volume suggests that a small cavity waist may be advantageous. A concentric
cavity produces a diffraction limited waist size, so may be considered the best choice to achieve
this, and this is in fact what Rainer Blatt’s group in Innsbruck use in their experiments. The
large disadvantage of concentric cavities is the difficulty of their alignment. This is the reason
we choose not to use these and rather try to increase the coupling strength in our experiments
by reducing the cavity length.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Level scheme for a two - level atom with ground state |D〉 and excited state
|P 〉 coupled to a cavity containing n photons. In the dressed atom picture this gives two
degenerate energy states for all but the |D, 0〉 state if the cavity detuning is zero with respect
to the resonance and the ion is outside the cavity. If the detuning is non - zero as portrayed in
the (b) the levels are split by the cavity detuning δCavity. (c) If the atom is inside the cavity
the levels are split by the effective Rabi frequency Ωn,eff .
The total Hamiltonian of the system is the sum of equations 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17.
In the rotating wave approximation the eigenfrequencies of this Hamiltonian [47] are
ω±n = ωCavity
(
n+
1
2
)
+
1
2
(
δCavity ±
√
4ng20 + δ
2
Cavity
)
. (6.21)
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So the atom - cavity interaction splits the photon number states into doublets of non - degenerate
dressed eigenstates which are split by Ωn,eff =
√
4ng20 + δ
2
Cavity, which is the effective Rabi
frequency of the oscillation between the dressed states |D,n〉 and |P, n− 1〉. A distinct fea-
ture is the fact that an excited atom placed within an empty cavity is enough to start the
oscillation. These oscillation are thus called vacuum - Rabi oscillations. Figure 6.6 illustrates
the dressed atom level scheme for a two - level system.
Three - Level Atom
So far we have analysed the ion - cavity coupling for a two - level system. Calcium is however a
three - level system as shown in figure 6.1 and 6.7 and so we need to extend this idea further.
The interaction Hamiltonian for this type of system is [47]
HInt = h¯
[
δ |S〉 〈S|+ δ |D〉 〈D| − g0
(
|P 〉 〈D| a+ a† |D〉 〈P |
)
− 1
2
Ωblue (|P 〉 〈S|+ |S〉 〈P |)
]
.
(6.22)
In equation 6.22 we have already assumed the condition for the Raman resonance, that is the
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Figure 6.7: (a) Level scheme for a three - level atom driven by the cooling laser field on the
|S〉 ↔ |P 〉 transition and coupled to a cavity containing n photons on the |D〉 ↔ |P 〉 trans-
ition. (b) Dressed atom level scheme for an atom interacting with cooling laser and cavity for
vanishing coupling strength. (c) The triplet of states is split by Ωsplit =
√
4ng2 + Ω2blue + δ
2.
For detunings δ  Ω the Raman transition (|S, n− 1〉 ↔ |S, n〉) is driven at the effective Rabi
frequency Ωeff =
1
2 (Ωsplit − |δ|) ≈
(
4ng2 + Ω2blue
)
/ |4δ|.
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cooling laser is detuned from state |P 〉 by the same amount as the cavity. For any number
of photons n this interaction Hamiltonian couples only the three states |S, n− 1〉, |P, n− 1〉,
and |D,n〉. The eigenfrequencies of the system are
ω0n = ωCavity
(
n+
1
2
)
and (6.23)
ω±n = ωCavity
(
n+
1
2
)
+
1
2
(
δ ±
√
4ng20 + Ω
2
blue + δ
2
)
. (6.24)
The eigenstates are now Jaynes - Cummings state triplets:
∣∣Φ0n〉 = cos Θ |S, n− 1〉 − sin Θ |D,n〉 (6.25)∣∣Φ+n 〉 = cos Φ sin Θ |S, n− 1〉 − sin Φ |P, n− 1〉+ cos Φ cos Θ |D,n〉 (6.26)∣∣Φ−n 〉 = sin Φ sin Θ |S, n− 1〉 − cos Φ |P, n− 1〉+ sin Φ cos Θ |D,n〉 , (6.27)
where Θ and Φ are mixing angles given by
tan Θ =
Ωblue
2g0
√
n
and tan Φ =
√
4ng20 + Ω
2
blue√
4ng2 + Ω2blue + δ
2 − δ
, (6.28)
and Ωblue and g are real.
There are a few interesting features to this system. The triplet levels are degenerate if no light
field or cavity coupling is present. As soon as either is provided and the Rabi frequencies are
non - zero the levels split. The state
∣∣Φ0n〉 is called a dark state, because the population of this
state can’t be lost by spontaneous emission, and it can only be depopulated if it absorbs light
from the cooling laser. The level is also not subject to an energy shift. It is a superposition of
the ground state of the ion with no photon present and the metastable D level with a cavity
photon present. These two states constitute the two levels involved in the Raman transition
considered earlier and thus for this state there is no observation of cooling fluorescence.
In the limit Ωblue → 0 the the states |Φ±n 〉 correspond to the Jaynes - Cummings doublet
described in the previous section and
∣∣Φ0n〉 to |S, n− 1〉.
Coupling Regimes
Coupling between ion and cavity is categorised into two regimes, strong and weak coup-
ling. These regimes are defined by the relationship between the coupling constant g0 and
the damping factors present in a real system: the cavity decay rate κ and the rate of spon-
taneous emission into free space Γ. Coupling is considered weak if κ, Γ  g0 and strong
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if g0  κ, Γ. For any chosen atomic species Γ is fixed and hence only the κ and g0 are
available to influence the coupling in experiment. κ was discussed in section 6.2.2 and from
there it becomes apparent that this parameter depends linearly on 1/LCav as well as 1/F .
g0 ∝ 1/
√
VMode (see equation 6.20), so with the waist being related to the cavity length via
w0 (LCav) =
√
λ
2pi (LCav (2R− LCav))
1
4 , where R is the radius of curvature of the mirrors, g0
varies as 1/L
3/4
Cav. A shorter cavity thus results in stronger coupling, but to keep the cavity
decay rate the same a shorter cavity requires a higher finesse.
If the ion and cavity are weakly coupled the emission of photons by the ion is an irreversible
process as the photon is lost from the cavity before reabsorption can occur. This regime can
be used if extracting photons from the cavity for measurement or communication between
quantum devices is desired.
In the strong coupling regime the ion - photon interaction occurs on timescales much faster
than the loss rates present in the system. Such a system is of large interest since the exchange
of photons between the ion and the cavity field can be employed to entangle the quantum
state of the ion with those of the light field deterministically. Not only is the concept of
entanglement one of the most striking results of quantum theory [48, 49], it also opens up
many possibilities in the field of quantum information processing [50, 51, 52]. Several schemes
have been proposed to utilize a strongly coupled ion - cavity system for quantum computation
[53, 54, 55]. The system forms the physical basis for realizing a deterministic ion - photon inter-
face, which would allow the combination of localised quantum processing (trapped ions) and
photonic transmission of quantum states, providing the building block for a quantum network
[56, 57].
6.3 The Experimental Cavity surrounding the ’Alumina’ Trap
6.3.1 Experimental Setup
The cavity mirrors consist of a cylindrically shaped fused silica substrate of radius 1.5 mm
and length 10 mm. One end surface of each substrate is concave, with a radius of curvature
of 2.5 cm. To facilitate emission from the cavity to a detection setup predominantly in one
direction we use mirrors of different reflectivity. At a wavelength of 866 nm the coatings are
specified as 2 ppm and 100 ppm, respectively. The cavity mirrors reside inside two mounts
where they are fixed in place using a screw pressing against them from the side. The metal
cones are glued to the surface of two shear piezos (figure 6.8, also see chapter 3.4.2). The
trap and mirror holders were already assembled during installation of the mirrors. As a result
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Figure 6.8: The experimental cavity is mounted on a piezo with 50µm range so it can be
moved in the vertical relative to the trap. The individual mirrors are mounted on shear piezos
with 5µm range to change the cavity length via electronic signals.
additional care was necessary during the installation to prevent damage to the electrodes due
to the proximity of the mirrors. The mirrors were pushed into the cones from behind by hand
leaving a relatively large gap to the electrodes. A micrometer stage was used to push the
mirrors closer to the trap electrodes in a controlled manner. The movement of the mirrors
with respect to the cavity was observed on a video image obtained via a microscope with
the objective mounted facing along the trap axis. During the first installation the mirrors
were placed 3.7 mm apart. The trap design will ultimately allow a mirror spacing of 0.5 mm.
However, to achieve this the mirror substrates will have to be modified to have a tapered front
end in order to fit between the electrodes. The current mirrors are not tapered, and some
additional space was left to allow for vertical movement of the cavity without touching the
electrodes to make sure this would not limit me when trying to move the cavity mode between
the electrodes. Crude vertical movement of the cavity is possible by loosening the dowel pins
holding the stack in place and sliding it up or down within the trap base structure (Figure
6.9). By drilling a hole through the breadboard the trap structure was mounted on during
testing, it was possible to fit a narrow pin through it, which was attached to a micrometer
stage below the breadboard. This way the cavity base structure was resting on the tip of the
pin, and the height adjusted with micrometer screw while observing the cavity transmission.
After the crude alignment was satisfactory, the dowel pins were tightened. The vertical piezo
then allows fine adjustment within a range of 50µm.
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Figure 6.9: Cross section through the ’alumina’ trap structure showing the cavity mounting
structure including the vertical piezo in place inside the trap base structure.
6.3.2 Cavity Characterisation
Referring back to section 6.2.2, we calculate the Rayleigh length and subsequently the waist
size of the cavity [58]
xR = z
√
R/x− 1 , (6.29)
w0 =
√
λxR
pi
. (6.30)
For a cavity using mirrors of our specifications and of length 3.7 mm xR = 6.54 mm, and
w0 = 44.72µm.
With the absorption losses of the mirrors specified as 2 ppm the total losses of the cavity
amount to 106 ppm. The finesse of the cavity is
F = 2pi
δ0 + δ1 + δ2
, (6.31)
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where δ0, δ1, and δ2 are the internal losses, and losses at mirror 1 and 2 respectively. The
theoretical value for our cavity is F = 59 275. The free spectral range of the cavity equates to
40.5 GHz, and thus the theoretical linewidth,
∆ν = FSR/F , (6.32)
of the cavity is 683 kHz.
One of the most accurate methods to determine the linewidth and finesse of a cavity experi-
mentally is by using sidebands as a reference. Phase modulating the light results in
E0e
iωt Modulation−−−−−−−→ E0eiωt+iβ sin(Ωmodt) , (6.33)
where E0 is the amplitude of the light wave, ω its frequency and Ωmod the modulation fre-
quency. β is the modulation depth and if we assume it to be small we can use the first term
of the Taylor expansion of the exponential only:
E0e
iωt (1 + iβ sin (Ωmodt)) . (6.34)
Using trig identities this equals
E0e
iωt
(
1 +
β
2
(
eiβΩmodt − e−iβΩmodt
))
= E0
(
eiωt +
β
2
ei(ω+Ωmod)t − β
2
ei(ω−Ωmod)t
)
,
(6.35)
clearly showing a central carrier frequency equal to the original light frequency as well as two
additional frequencies separated from the carrier by the modulation frequency. These are the
sidebands.
If the incoming light is modulated at 15 MHz using an EOM the sidebands are separated
15 MHz from the carrier. This provides us with an accurate reference scale in frequency space
for the cavity transmission allowing us the measure the linewidth of the carrier transmission
peak. A typical plot of such a measurement is shown in figure 6.10.
Unfortunately the 866 nm ECDL used for testing the cavity has a linewidth approximately
3 MHz, which is larger than the cavity linewidth. So instead of using 866 nm light 894 nm light
was used. This laser provides a stable light source with a linewidth of less than the cavity
linewidth, thus eliminating any measurement limitations caused by the laser source.
The mirrors have a narrow band coating. Thus for 894 nm light the mirror reflectivities are
lower than for 866 nm. According to the data sheet the mirror transmissions at 894 nm are
200 ppm, and 35 ppm, while the absorption losses are 3 ppm per mirror. This gives a theoretical
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Figure 6.10: Cavity transmission as a function of cavity length as recorded with a photo diode.
The large peak is the carrier frequency, the two smaller peaks are the sidebands modulated
onto the laser.
linewidth value of 1.55 MHz. By measuring the linewidth of the cavity for 894 nm light, we
could establish a value for the actual losses. The cavity linewidth for 894 nm light was measured
as 1.73 MHz which equates to ∼30 ppm losses in the system in addition to those specified.
The most likely reason for the deviation from the specifications is contamination of the mirror
surfaces which can be assumed to be wavelength independent. Calculating the finesse at
866 nm from these values, F = 46 200, and a linewidth of 876.6 kHz is obtained.
6.3.3 Stabilising the Cavity
To avoid any interference with the ion, the locking scheme doesn’t use the 866 nm light
resonant with the D3/2 to P1/2 transition but 894 nm. This is close enough to 866 nm to
provide reasonable performance from the mirrors. The light comes from the Cs stabilised
ECDL which has the added benefit of a narrow line and excellent stability. The 894 nm laser is
already current modulated to provide sidebands for the Pound - Drever - Hall (PDH) lock [59]
used within the scanning cavity system. The same sidebands can be seen by scanning the
cavity length while recording the light reflected from the cavity with a photo diode.
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As a result of the large base of the structure passive stability of the cavity is fairly good, and it
stays on resonance for timescales of a few ms. For the active stabilisation we can supply control
signals to the mirror piezos. It is common practise to set the upper limit of such stabilisation
to 1/10 of the linewidth, which is approximately 1 pm in this case. High frequency noise can
be suppressed using passive filters of appropriate cut off frequency, while in the low frequency
range active stabilisation will be used to compensate any drifts. The proposed scheme for
active cavity stabilisation and locking is depicted in figure 6.11.
Figure 6.11: A schematic of the proposed setup for locking the experimental cavity to a
sideband of the cesium reference laser.
Pound - Drever - Hall Technique
This technique uses sidebands (section 6.3.2) to generate an error signal. If the laser is incident
on an optical cavity with a resonance equal to that of the laser, the sideband components of
the spectrum are reflected provided the rf frequency is higher than the linewidth of the cavity
resonance. The general transfer function of the light reflected out of the Fabry - Pe´rot cavity
is
Tref(ω) =
Eref
Ein
=
−r1 +
(
r21 + t
2
1
)
r2e
i2ωLCav/c
1− r1ri2ωLCav/c2
, (6.36)
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Where Eref and Ein are the reflected and incoming light wave’s electric field respectively, r1
and r2 the reflection coefficients of the the two mirrors, and t1 the transmission coefficient of
mirror 1. For light modulated as discussed previously this results in
Eref = E0
[
Tref(ω)e
iωt + Tref(ω + Ωmod)
β
2
ei(ω+Ωmod)t − Tref(ω − Ωmod)β
2
ei(ω−Ωmod)t
]
.
(6.37)
The power reflected from the cavity is proportional to the square of the electric field and can be
recorded with a photo diode. This signal contains an antisymmetric function of (ω−ωresonance)
[60]
χ(ω) = Tref(ω)Tref ∗ (ω + Ωmod)− Tref ∗ (ω)Tref(ω − Ωmod) . (6.38)
χ can be extracted electronically mixing the photo diode signal V (ω) with the phase - shifted rf
oscillator signal (local oscillator) and subsequently low - pass filtering it to remove sinusoidally
oscillating terms:
V (ω) ∝ Re [χ(ω)] cosϕ+ Im [χ(ω)] sinϕ , (6.39)
where ϕ relates to the phase shift.
This signal gives a measure of how far the laser carrier is off resonance with the cavity (PDH
signal, figure 6.11) to feed back to the cavity. Close to resonance, the phase has a linear
relationship with the laser detuning.
The Pound - Drever - Hall error signal is sent to a proportional - integral (PI) feedback circuit,
which in turn is connected to one channel of the high voltage supply connected to the cavity
piezos. Proportional feedback amplifies the error signal before feeding it back to the piezo. It
has high bandwidth, but is insufficient for accurate locking on its own. The nature of the PDH
signal is such that the feedback signal is small when the cavity is close to resonance. Over
time this typically results in a lock with an offset. Integral feedback is used to correct for this.
It has low bandwidth and gain that increases as 1/f at low frequencies.
Scanning the Cavity Length using EOM Sidebands
To stabilise the cavity length it would be sufficient to lock its length to the carrier frequency
of the stabilised laser, but our experiments require us to tune the cavity length to match the
atomic resonance in addition to achieving good stability. As we have control over the frequency
of the sidebands by changing the modulation frequency these make a much better candidate
for this purpose. By adding a second modulation, the initial sidebands have sidebands of
their own to generate a PDH error signal, and thus we can then stabilise the cavity length
to the sidebands resulting from the first modulation. It is not a good idea to use sidebands
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generated by the current modulation of the laser, because current modulation also creates
amplitude modulation of the laser output, which in turn would generate an offset in the PDH
error signal. To work around this we use a fibre EOM for both modulations. The amplitude
modulation associated with the electro - optic process is much smaller and the resulting offset
can therefore be neglected. In addition the tuning range of the EOM with respect to the carrier
frequency is much larger than what is achievable with current modulation. This is essential
for overlapping a longitudinal/transverse mode of the atomic reference with the TEM00 mode
of the cavity Raman resonance. However, due to the large FSR (40.5 GHz) of the cavity a
further trick needs to be used to enable us to scan the cavity length over an entire FSR. The
use of different transverse modes of the cavity (section 6.2.2) extend the range of possible
sidebands as the resonance frequencies for different transverse modes differ (equation 6.13)
we can select a resonant transverse mode for the 894 nm laser for locking that is within 1 GHz
(tuning range of the synthesiser providing the modulation signal) of the 866 nm resonance of
the D3/2→P1/2 transition. Using a higher order transverse mode for the lock also has the
advantage that the spatial intensity distribution can be selected such as to coincide as little as
possible with a TEM00 mode for the 866 nm light and thus making the separation of the two
signals behind the cavity easier.
Preliminary Results
A first step towards achieving a cavity lock is the observation of a PDH error signal. The
modulated 894 nm laser was coupled into the cavity and its reflection observed with a dc
coupled avalanche photo diode while the cavity length was scanned by applying a function
generator signal to one of the cavity piezos via the high voltage supply. The cavity transmission
was observed with a photo diode behind the cavity. The output of the PI circuit was connected
to the other high voltage supply of the other piezo mirror. With the P gain of the circuit set
correctly engaging P is expected to counteract the cavity length scan and the transmission
widens. This effect is shown in figure ??. When this effect can be observed the P gain
setting is within the right range and should only require a small amount of optimisation later.
However, switching off the cavity length scan and trying to stabilise the cavity with P only
was unsuccessful initially. When examining this in more detail the it came to light that for
this cavity a scan across one complete FSR takes about 50 V to be supplied to the piezo.
Coupled with the large cavity finesse this means that the width of the transmission peaks will
be equivalent to a few mV only. The output of the high voltage supply connected to the
piezo has electronic noise of the same order of magnitude. Hence achieving a stable lock was
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(a) Transmission (purple) and error (yellow) signal
with no feedback
(b) Transmission and error signal with P feed-
back
Figure 6.12: The effect of proportional feedback on the transmission peak of the optical cavity
impossible with the initial setup. To overcome this modified the setup as shown in figure 6.13.
We use two PI circuits, the first for fast feedback to compensate for high frequency low
amplitude drift caused by electronic noise, with its output directly connected to one of the
mirror piezo via a small resistor. The second PI circuit takes care of slower drift (<100 MHz).
The PI circuit output is supplied to the high voltage supply, which is connected to the second
mirror piezo via a low pass filter that stops the high frequent noise from the high voltage
supply reaching the piezo. An additional capacitor connected to ground very close to the
vacuum feedthrough was included to eliminate any high frequency noise picked up along the
length of the cable. With this revised scheme in place some locking effect could be observed
(figure 6.14). When trying to optimise this however, no improvement to a permanent lock
could be achieved. At this point there was still some offset drift present in the error signal.
After eliminating polarisation drift as the source of this, we moved on to establish whether
there was a certain frequency of noise present in the signal. We recorded the fast Fourier
transforms (FFT) of the error signal, the cavity transmission signal, as well as the PI circuit
outputs using a spectrum analyser. The results of this were not conclusive at the time when I
stopped working on this to start writing this thesis, so further investigation is necessary.
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Figure 6.13: A schematic of the revised cavity locking scheme. This scheme uses two PI
circuits, the first for fast feedback to compensate for high frequency low amplitude drift caused
by electronic noise. The PI circuit output is connected directly to one of the mirror piezo via
a small resistor. The second PI circuit takes care of slower drift (<100 MHz). The PI circuit
output is supplied to the high voltage supply, which is connected to the second mirror piezo
via a low pass filter.
Figure 6.14: The first signs of the cavity length lock working. The pink trace is the cavity
transmission as observed with the photodiode behind the cavity, the yellow trace is the PDH
signal, the green channel was not connected, and just shows noise.
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6.4 Cavity Parameters of the ’Alumina’ Cavity
In the current setup (cavity length 3.7 mm, radius of curvature 2.5 cm) g0 evaluates to 2pi x 1.2 MHz
and κ to 438.3 kHz. As we can see in figure 6.15 this value exceeds κ but not Γ so we are
in the weak coupling regime. A reduction of the cavity length to the proposed 0.5 mm results
in an increase of the coupling strength to 2pi x 5.2 MHz, which clearly exceeds the decay rate
of the P1/2→D3/2 transition Γred. However, κ depends on the cavity length as 1/L while g0
is proportional to L−3/4 so for small L 2κ exceeds g0. As a result we can’t reach the strong
coupling regime with the current mirror combination of one 100 ppm and one 2 ppm mirror.
However, for experiments requiring strong coupling we don’t require the transmission of the
produced photons via one of the mirrors, and hence we can replace the 100 ppm mirror for
another 2 ppm one. Even assuming we still have additional losses of the same magnitude in
the cavity as we presently have this would result in a finesse of F = 153 248, in which case
strong coupling can be readily achieved within the setup. The total decay rate from the upper
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Figure 6.15: The relationship of the ion cavity coupling strength g0, the cavity decay 2κ and the
atomic decay rate Γ with decreasing cavity length for the experimental cavity surrounding the
razor trap. The cavity decay is evaluated for two different finesse cavities, one of which is our
current set of mirrors. The higher finesse cavity assumes the use of two identical 2 ppm mirrors
and similar additional losses due to contamination on the mirror surfaces as currently present.
Only the atomic decay rate of the P1/2 → D3/2 transition is included. The P1/2 → S1/2
transition even though much more likely to occur is driven by the cooling laser, and so the ion
will immediately be re - excited to the P1/2 state if it decayed to the S1/2 state.
state is the sum of the decay rates to the S1/2 or the D3/2 state. For the purpose of eval-
uating whether we are able to achieve strong coupling with our ion trap cavity system only
the P1/2 → D3/2 decay is relevant. For the case of single photon generation experiment this
is based on the presence of the cooling laser driving the S1/2 → P1/2 transition, so if the ion
decays to the S1/2 state it will immediately be repumped to the P1/2 state. For experiments
where the cooling laser is not permanently present the arguments still holds as we can always
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detect the event of the ion decaying to the ground state and eliminate by post selection. Thus,
we can neglect the transition’s contribution to the total decay rate here.
6.5 Locating the Ions within the Cavity Mode
Figure 6.16: A schematic of the experimental setup during the first experiments to place the
ions into the cavity mode.
Figure 6.16 shows the setup used for the initial experiments with the cavity. One cooling
laser and the free space repumper are overlapped via a dichroic mirror and enter the chamber
along the axis of the trap. Just as in the previous setup the final mirror is mounted on a piezo
allowing the central region of the trap to be scanned systematically. These two lasers where
used to detect the first ion signal in the ’alumina’ trap. A second cooling laser enters under
an angle from the back of the trap. The combined photo ionisation lasers enter the chamber
under an angle in the y - z plane. Both lasers are reflected by a mirror attached to the side
of the trap base structure, its reflective surface facing upwards. This way the ionisation lasers
can traverse the trap from diagonally from below and more crucially intercept the stream of
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atoms from the oven perpendicularly. This eliminates the velocity selectivity of the ionisation
process.
Finally the 894 nm laser for the cavity lock is overlapped with a second repumper beam via a
polarising beam splitter. These beams pass two additional lenses to match the beam to the
cavity mode, and the enter the cavity through the back of one of the cavity mirrors. A photo
diode monitoring the cavity output mirror is used to observe the cavity transmission.
To observe the ion position within the cavity mode an ion string was trapped using the free -
space laser beams. The power in the free - space repumper was then reduced, and eventually the
beam was blocked completely, while the cavity was kept on resonance by manually adjusting the
voltage to one of the shear piezo beneath the mirror mounts. By observing the ion fluorescence
with the camera it was possible to see whether the cavity mode coincided with the position
of the ions. The initial voltage settings of the axial confinement electrodes was symmetric.
With these initial settings there was a small overlap between the ions and the cavity mode
already. Several ions at one end of and ion string were fluorescing more brightly as the cavity
was scanned through resonance. A small adjustment of the axial confinement voltages moved
the ion along the axis into the centre of the mode volume. We then proceeded to move
the cavity vertically with respect to the trap electrodes with the piezo underneath the cavity
mounting structure (±25µm). No change in fluorescence intensity was observed, indicating
good vertical alignment.
6.5.1 Preliminary Results
Stills from a movie recorded as the cavity length was tuned are shown in figures 6.17 and 6.18.
The power incident on the cavity incoupling mirror was 150µW. When the cavity starts to
approach resonance only the ions in the centre of the mode are visible. As the intensity in the
cavity builds up more ions of the string become visible. Eventually the light becomes so intense
that a drop in fluorescence becomes visible with increasing repumper intensity at the centre
of the cavity mode. For a quantitative analysis of the image data, circular regions of interest
(ROI) of equal area at each ion position using imageJ were created. By extracting the mean
Grey scale value for these ROIs a measure of the fluorescence intensity at each ion position
was obtained. Plots of the fluorescence intensity as a function of ion position are show below
the corresponding images: Figures 6.17b, 6.17d, and 6.18b. The resonant cavity mode during
these recordings was the TEM00 mode as confirmed by observing the cavity transmission with
a camera. The detunings of the cooling laser and the laser incident on the cavity were 2pi x -
55 MHz and 0 MHz, respectively.
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(a) The central ions of the ion string are visible as the cavity approaches resonance
(b) The intensity of the ion fluorescence as a function of ion position (c) Cooling fluorescence increases as the cavity is tuned further into resonance and the repumping
becomes more efficient. More ions become visible as the amount of fluorescence from the ions
increases
(d) The intensity of the ion fluorescence as a function of ion position
Figure 6.17: The cooling fluorescence of an ion string as the cavity is moved into resonance
for the 866 nm laser incident on one of the cavity mirrors. A fit of the three - level model
described in section 6.2.3 to the intensity data extracted from the images reveals a simple
Gaussian shape, which corresponds to the intensity distribution in the cavity.
Matlab was used to fit the theoretical scattering rate as predicted by the three - level model
described in section 6.2.1 to the data (equation 6.6). For the low intensity the fit looks similar
to the Gaussian intensity distribution of the intensity across the cavity. In contrast to figure
6.17, figure 6.18 shows significantly reduced fluorescence intensity at the centre of the trap
due to the ac Stark shift as discussed previously.
This effect is very useful to map structure of the intensity distribution and improve the overlap
of the trap centre and the cavity mode further improving on previous adjustments done by
observed count rate alone. For the horizontal adjustment the trap centre has to be moved
along the axis by adjusting the dc voltage applied to the axial confinement electrodes. Using
a single ion and mapping the fluorescence intensity at different position/dc voltages allows to
optimise the the horizontal positioning. In the vertical the cavity is moved with respect to the
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(a) The intensity at the centre of the cavity mode is so high that the fluorescence drops as predicted
by the Bloch equations for a Λ system. The fluorescence drops at the centre while the ions still
appear bright at the edge of the mode where the intensity is lower.
(b) The intensity of the ion fluorescence as a function of ion position.
Figure 6.18: The cooling fluorescence of an ion string as the cavity is moved into resonance
for the 866 nm laser incident on one of the cavity mirrors. A dip in the fluorescence is visible
when the intensity at the centre of the cavity increases.
trap. This adjustment is best done with an ion string. Compared to the range of movement
available with the dc voltages the range of the piezo is small. This makes it difficult to get a
precise mapping of the mode in the vertical with a single ion unless the intensity in the cavity
is very small. In practise this proved impossible as for any signal large enough to be detected
with the camera there was very little variation in the fluorescence intensity across the piezo’s
scan range. Using an ion string the length of visibility for the string gives an additional measure
of the vertical position of the mode relative to the trap centre.
Calibrating Ion Movement
In order to get a first measure of the precision we have available for locating the ion within
the cavity mode, the following data was obtained. A string of seven ions was loaded into the
trap. The initial axial confinement voltages were 1.4 V on both electrodes on one side (EC1
and EC4 in figure 6.19) and 0.3 V on the other (EC3 and EC6 in figure 6.19). This saw the
string approximately central within the cavity mode. By changing the voltage on one of the
axial electrodes (EC1) first to 2.4 V and then to 0.4 V the ions were observed to move. The
images obtained from this are shown in figure 6.20. By measuring the ion position (in pixels)
of the third ion from the left of the string, we know that the ion moves approximately 37 pixels
for every 1 V applied to one axial electrode. For our imaging system (see chapter 3.3) this
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Figure 6.19: The position of the dc electrodes for axial confinement in the ’alumina’ trap
Figure 6.20: With decreasing dc voltage on one of the four axial electrodes the ions move
across the cavity mode and only part of the string is visible at the extremes. EC1 is the
electrode at the top left hand corner in the images. EC4 (bottom left) was held at 1.4 V and
EC3 and EC6 at 0.3 V throughout.
equates to a distance of 370µm. The positioning of an ion along the axis can therefore be
changed on a scale of approximately 0.37µm/mV.
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6.6 Conclusions
The optical cavity used with the ’alumina’ trap was introduced and characterised in this chapter.
Measurements of cavity parameters show that strong coupling can be achieved in this setup if
the mirror substrate are modified to fit between the mirrors.
A scheme for locking the length of the cavity was proposed and discussed in some detail.
The alignment of the trap centre and the cavity mode was established for the ’alumina’ trap.
The fact that the ion string was initially partly overlapped with the cavity mode, which has a
waist of only 43 microns, pays tribute to the great care taken during design and assembly of
the trap and cavity. The mirror substrate proximity does not affect the trapping as expected.
The preliminary data extracted from the camera pictures was successfully evaluated with re-
spect to the three - level model for the ion fluorescence. The large intensity in the cavity allowed
to observe the relationship between cooling fluorescence as proposed by the Bloch equations
for a Λ system. The spatial distribution of the intensity combined with a string of ions serves
as a useful tool to determine the centre of the cavity mode and to improve the position of the
the two with respect to one another.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
7.1 Conclusions
The experimental setup at Sussex follows on from work done by Matthias Keller et al. in the
field of cavity QED with trapped ions at the Max Planck Institute in Garching. While the
first cavity QED experiment investigating strong coupling used neutral atoms [61], the use
of a trapped ion was strongly motivated by the quantum computation model presented by
Cirac et al. [56] in 1997. Experimental work to implement these ideas started in Garching
as well as in Rainer Blatt’s group in Innsbruck, and in 1998 a first working ion trap that was
built with cavity QED in mind was reported [62]. In 2002 Gutho¨rlein et al. [29] presented an
ion trap cavity system where the ion was used to map the cavity mode. These results gave
an indication of how precisely an ion could be located within the cavity mode, which is an
important consideration for cavity QED, and one of the largest problems in the use of neutral
atoms. In 2003, using this setup the Garching group then demonstrated the deterministic
coupling of ions to the cavity mode [28] while similar results were achieved by the Blatt group
[63]. A great milestone was the implementation of the single photon source with precisely
controlled waveforms and timing in 2004 [64] as this was the first experimental demonstration
of a source of single photons that was stable over a long period of time and thus practical for
the implementation of more elaborate experimental schemes. Over the following years much
work was done to characterise the experimental setups more thoroughly [65] and study the
processes within the ion cavity system [66].
More recent results show that experimental setups are edging ever closer to strongly coupling a
single ion to a cavity. The ’alumina’ trap reported on in this thesis certainly looks a promising
candidate for achieving strong coupling, as do the fibre cavity trap developed in the Sussex
lab, which uses the electrodes themselves to shield the ion from the mirror substrates (fibres).
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Steiner et al. [67] very recently reported coupling of an ion to such a cavity achieving an
unprecedented coupling strength owing to the small mode volume. While a short cavity is
more easily achieved with a fibre cavity, their inherent problem is the quality of the mirrors
and hence the cavity finesse makes it difficult to achieve cavity decay times that allow it to
reach the strong coupling regime.
Regardless of the approach taken designing and building a system for strongly coupled cavity
QED experiments provides unique challenges. The ’sandwich’ trap had been developed as a
successor to those used during experiments in Garching with the goal that the small cavity size
required for strong coupling and thus the proximity of the mirror substrate to the ions would no
longer impair the trapping ability of the ion trap. The resulting design introduced a set of new
issues to overcome. Firstly, the microscopic size of the trap caused the electrode alignment to
be a source of complications, so it had to be revisited before we could successfully trap ions.
A further concern due to the size of the trap was the quality of the electrodes themselves.
Defects intrinsic to the machining processes employed cause relatively larger changes to the
structure on small parts than they do on larger parts. To quantify whether this was justified
we conducted measurements of the heating rates of an ion in the trap. The heating rates of
the ’sandwich’ trap turned out to be not a limiting factor to the use of the trap for our exper-
iments. A slight surprise was that during the measurements and the analysis of the data we
had to acknowledge that the radiation pressure from the cooling laser that was being switched
on and off during the measurement was causing additional line broadening.
The trap design also required shuttling of the ions from a production region that was subject
to a large atom flux from the oven to an experimental region where the cavity was to be
positioned. The process had been used successfully in larger traps of similar design but the
reduction in size meant that it proved far more difficult to control this in the ’sandwich’ trap.
During such a shuttling process the axial confinement electrodes separating the two regions
are switched to 0 V and back to their original value after a short time. The trapped ion doesn’t
encounter a potential barrier in one direction when one of the axial electrodes is switched to
zero, and will carry on moving in this direction until it encounters the next potential barrier.
If this barrier is higher than the ions energy, it will reverse direction. In the meantime the
electrode that had been switched to 0 V is returned to its original value intercepting the ion’s
path. The ion is now trapped inside a different region. With the ’sandwich’ trap this process
could not be implemented successfully. The reason for this is likely to be found in the irreg-
ularities in the trap structure due to the difficult process of its assembly. These irregularities
then make the influence of individual electrodes stronger relative to others and as a result the
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Figure 7.1: Single photon detection setup: The transmitted 894 nm light from the beam used
to lock the cavity needs to be extracted from the output. Only the 866 nm photon is directed
to the PMT via an optical fibre.
ions gain momentum in directions other than the axial (shuttling) direction enabling them to
escape the trap.
The ’alumina’ trap was designed as an alternative taking into account the problems encountered
with the ’sandwich’ trap. The different positioning of the oven rendered a distinction between
trapping and experiment region unnecessary. The physical separation of the electrodes into
four blades improved the optical access to the trap further, as it is possible to view the ions
from above as well as from below due to the integration of mirrors on the side of the trap
structure in addition to the side access.
Both trap designs allow mirror spacings that are small enough to reach the strong coup-
ling regime. While some modification is needed to show this experimentally the practicality
of overlapping the ions and the cavity mode in the ’alumina’ trap setup was tested successfully.
7.2 Outlook
This paragraph outlines briefly two possible experiments for the ’alumina’ trap setup.
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7.2.1 Single Photon Source
The next step to progress towards strong cavity QED experiments is to stabilise the cavity
length. The proposed scheme for this was discussed briefly in section 6.3.3. One way to
test the ion - cavity interaction is by using single photon detection (figure 7.1). Due to the
different reflection coefficients of the chosen mirrors any photon leaving the cavity via one of
the mirrors has a 98% probability to escape via the 100 ppm mirror, and so we record the cavity
emission behind this mirror. The detector used is an avalanche photodiode sensitive enough to
detect single photons. Since we only want to detect the light from the cavity - assisted Raman
transition of the ion (866 nm) we need to split the light from the 894 nm light used to lock
the cavity length by using a dichroic mirror. A photo diode and a CCD camera are used to
observe the 894 nm transmission of the cavity for the purpose of optimising the cavity lock.
Referring back to the level scheme shown in figure 6.1, an ion prepared in the ground state is
subject to a pump puls on the S1/2→P1/2 transition and detuned from the P1/2 level. The
cavity length is tuned to be on resonance with the transition from this virtual level and the
D3/2 level. When the ion transitions into the D3/2 state it emits at most one 866 nm photon
into the cavity mode. With the current setup we are in the weak coupling regime. Therefore
the photon is more likely to escape the cavity than to be re - absorbed, and will escape the
cavity with a given probability. If the cooling laser remains switched off after the pump pulse
and the 866 nm photon escaped the cavity the ion is temporarily trapped in the D3/2 state,
which is metastable with a lifetime of 1 s. On the time scale of our experiments this can be
assumed as stable. The ion cannot emit another 866 nm photon until it has returned to the
ground state and repeated this process.
7.2.2 Two Ion Entanglement
Entanglement is a feature of quantum mechanics that has no classical counterpart. A scheme
to entangle two ions via a resonant cavity was proposed by Pellizzari et al. [53] in 1995. To
successfully implement this scheme the ion needs to have a Λ structure for its electronic states.
This is necessary as two different stable atomic states need to available to be used as qbits.
This is the case for 40Ca+, if we consider the ground state (S1/2, state |S〉 in figure 7.2), and
the metastable state (D3/2, state |D〉 in figure 7.2). Furthermore there is a technical restriction
to implementing this scheme. We need to ensure that the photon remains in the cavity long
enough to be re - absorbed, i.e. we need to achieve strong coupling. Figure 6.15 shows the
relationship between the coupling strength g0, the atomic decay rate Γ, and the cavity decay
rate 2κ as a function of the cavity length. From the graph it can be concluded that to reach
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Figure 7.2: Two ions inside an optical cavity
the strong coupling regime we require a shorter cavity such that g0 exceeds Γ, as well as a
higher finesse such that g0 exceeds 2κ. Shortening the cavity requires the use of mirrors with
a cone - shaped substrate. Only then will it be possible to move the mirror surfaces closer to
the trap centre without making contact with the electrodes. To increase the finesse we will
have to replace the mirror with the 100 ppm coating with one of a higher reflectivity. In the
graph this step is represented by moving from the green curve to the red curve.
Assuming both ions are coupled to the same mode of the cavity, the system described in figure
7.2 has the Hamiltonian:
H = h¯Ω1 (|S1〉 〈P1|+ |P1〉 〈S1|) + h¯g1
(
|D1〉 〈P1| a† + |P1〉 〈D1| a
)
+ h¯Ω2 (|S2〉 〈P2|+ |P2〉 〈S2|) + h¯g2
(
|D2〉 〈P2| a† + |P2〉 〈D2| a
)
. (7.1)
The indices refer to ions 1 and 2 respectively, and Ω and g have their usual meanings. The
terms involving Ω describe the interaction between the ion and the cooling laser, while the
terms containing g describe the interaction between the cavity and the ion. Figure 7.3 describes
how the cavity mode can be used to transfer information from one ion to another. To start
with ion 1 is in the ground state (|S〉), while ion 2 is in the excited state (|D〉). Both ions are
coupled to the same mode of the resonator and are subject to the same pump pulse. Ion 1
can absorb a photon from the cooling laser pump pulse and make a Raman transition to state
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Figure 7.3: A schematic showing the transfer of their respective quantum states from ion 1 to
ion 2 and vice versa by means of the cavity excitation
|D〉 while emitting a photon into the cavity mode. Ion 2 can then absorb this photon, and
make a Raman transition to the ground state. By choosing the intensity and the duration of
the pump pulse carefully it is possible to control this process in such a way that the two ions
are left in an entangled state at the end of the experimental sequence.
7.2.3 Quantum Networking
One of the biggest goals in quantum information science is the transfer of quantum information
from a stationary qbit, for example an ion in a trap, to a traveling qbit, for example a photon,
and vice versa. This would allow to build quantum networks. An ion trap with a cavity can
Figure 7.4: A scheme for mapping an ion’s qbit state onto a photon
serve as a ion - photon interface. A scheme for mapping the quantum state of the ion is shown
in figure 7.4. The Zeeman substates of the ground state are chosen as the qbit states |0〉 and
|1〉. Different polarisations of the pump pulse (pi−, pi) address transitions to different Zeeman
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substates and produce a photon with different polarisation during the cavity assisted Raman
transition. Thus, the qbit state information is transferred onto the photon’s polarisation state.
To expand the idea further one can now imagine extracting the photon and via one of the
cavity mirrors, letting it travel to another ion trap, and reversing the process.
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